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The Mediterranean world in the last half of ~he 
first century B.c. was a theater of ambitious, strong-
willed personalities, all gifted in the arts of Hellenistic 
politics, all striving for supremacy within and without 
.their territorial boundaries, all intertwined about the 
axis of obtaining and maintaining absolute power. It was 
a stage which for the most part had succumbed to the 
Victoria Romanus; the Roman military machine had achieved 
an exploitive dominance. Yet the last dying remnant of 
Alexander's successor kingdoms produced one of the most 
forceful of the dramatis personae in the theater of am-
bitious personalities. Cleopatra VII ca.me to the throne 
of Egypt.when_ the kingdom was suspended in a state of semi-
independence. She was intelligent, proud, full of charm' 
and determination, and unprincipled in matters of political 
opportunity and intrigue, the latter was a traditional 
characteristic of Macedonian queens. She entered the 
Mediterranean power arena at the age of eighteen. Acting 
against the pattern of diminishing Ftolemaic sovereignty, 
she sought not only to uphold her power against impending 
Roman annexation of Egyp~, but to expand her rule into 
former Ftolemaic territories and to restore the splendor 
of the Nile civilization to the Egyptian monarchy. 
2 
Cleopatra's unrelenting drive to-.maintain absolute 
. power in Egypt encountered the ambitions of Julius Caesar, 
Mark Antony,_ and Octavian.· All engaged in a contest of · 
political advantages in which Octavian ultimately proved 
himself the master. Alliances developed out of the power 
struggles. Those which were formed between Caesar and 
Cleopatra and Antony and Cleopatra had as their basis 
Caesar's and Antony's desire to structure their authority 
in the East into Hellenistic kingship. This ambition 
dominated the Eastern policy of the two Roman dictators 
from 46-JO B.c. 
Hellenistic kingship was an absolute form of rule 
initially patterned after Alexander's position as King of 
Asia by his Macedonian suooessors.1 Two generations after 
Alexander--specifically, in the reign of Ptolemy II of 
Egypt--the system gave rise to the cult of the king, a 
development perhaps not insignificantly affected by Orien-
tal tradition as it came to be recognized in Asia and 
Egypt. 2 The monarchy became enveloped with revealed divinity. 
1ulrich Wilcken, Alexander the Great, trans, G._c. 
Richards, with an Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography by 
Eugene N. Borza (New Yorks w. w. Norton & Co., 1967), p. 272.-. 
2Ibid., pp. 274-75; William Tarn and G. T, Griffith, 
Hellenistic Civilisation; 3rd ed. (London• Edward Arnold 
Ltd., 1952), pp. 48-53. Tarn and Griffith contend, ttif 
Macedonia made the monarchies of the Seleueids and the 
3 
The king was law incarnate and savior, one who--according 
to the·philosopher- Diotagenes--"has been metamorphosed 
into a deity among.men. 11 3 The cult of the king was an 
official state cult, and therefore developed apart from 
the Alexander pattern. Yet, as Wilcken has stated, "It is 
unmistakable that. the apotheosis of Alexander was a his-
torical presupposition for this different sort of cult 
of the Hellenistic king, and exercised an indirect influ-
ence on its origin. ••4 
. . 
· Caesar• s and Antony• s desire to obtain absolute mon-
archy ·in.the East--that is, the Hellenized East, the area 
which constituted Alexander's empire.5--was stimuiated to 
a large extent by their emulation of Alexander the Great. 
Their relationship with Cleopatra intensified their 
Ptolemies, Asia and Egypt ma.de them what they were" (p. 49) •. 
Wilcken, however, states, "Oriental ideas and traditions 
· {were not} relevant, as 1s occasionally assumed" in the 
development of the ruler cult (p. 274)~ The issue is dis-
puted and complicated together with the entire subject of 
the origin and early-practice of Hellenistic kingship as 
Borza observes in the notes to Wiloken•s work. (p. 346). 
· · 3E. :a. Goodenough, "The Poli tioa.l Philosophy of . 
Hellenistic Kingship," Yale Classical Studies 1 (1928), 68. 
Goodenough also·states that the Diotagenes' philosophy of 
kingship not only harmonizes with, but brilliantly 111wn1-
nates, the official royal epithets of the period" (p. 99). 
4w11oken, Alexander the Great, p. 274, 
· 5Two events create this definition of the area to 
which both Caesar and Antony were directing their ambitions. 
First, concerning Caesar's monarchy, is the impending 
4 
.attraction to kingship. Cleopatra was able, through the 
application of her personal charms and the advancement of 
her heritage--namely, her sovereign descent from Alexander 
· the Great--to effect their policy of obtaining monarchical 
powers in the East. She was guided in her efforts by her 
own desire to elevate her status from that of a client 
queen of Rome. 
This thesis seeks to define· Cleopatra's influence on 
the Eastern policy of Julius Caesar and.Mark Antony •. Since, 
as already stated• their policy was dominated by the desire 
Senate proclamation of 44 B.c. which was to ·have granted 
Caesar kingship over the Roman provinces,· probably the 
Eastern Roman provinces (Greece _and beyond; see chap. 1, 
pp. 58-59). Since Caesar was then on the verge of setting 
out on his Parthian campaign--the very event which had 
given rise to the proclamation since, according to an 
alleged oracle, Parthia could not be conquered unless by 
a king--1t can be assumed that this area, once conquered, 
would be added to his kingdom. The second event concerns 
Antony's monarchy. In the donations of .34 B.c., Antony 
charitably divided up the areas of the Hellenized East in-
cluding Parthia and Media--for the most part lands- which· 
were not yet his to give--between his children and estab-
lished himself as supreme overlord of the system (see chap. 
2, pp. 105-6). From this, one can conclude that Antony 
desired to control the areas which were once a part of · 
Alexander's empire with the exceptions of Greece and Mace-
donia, which were not mentioned in the donations and which 
perhaps better suited his triumviral control. The fact 
that both Caesar and Antony held Alexander as their model 
1s a good indication that.it was his empire that they both 
wished to control as their kingdom. Therefore, the term · 
"East" as it 1s used 1n this thesis to describe the area 
·to which Caesar and Antony were directing their ambitions 
should be taken to indicate the Hellenized East including 
Parthia and Media and perhaps, at least as far as Antony 
was concerned, exclusive of Greece and Macedonia. 
5 
to establish a monarchy in the East, the study examines 
the extent to which she affected their attraction to 
Hellenistic kingship. Its task is to determine the mani-
festations of her -influence in the actions of Caesar and 
Antony. 
The subject calls for a final cautionary note in this 
introduction concerning.the approach of the classical 
authors to the topic of Cleopatra's influence on Antony's 
policy, The matter drew the venom of Octavian's highly 
successful propaganda.campaign. The result is an accumu-
lation of classical works that to some degree reproduce 
the propaganda image. The material must be evaluated · 
accordingly. Special references to this situation occur 
in the text when the material renders them necessary. It 
will be shown through a consideration of all the evidence 
. . . . 
that Antony's Eastern ·policy .was not subje_ot to Cleopatra's 
behest as the propaganda image submits, but:that his 
·, 
alliance with Cleopatra--as well as Caesar's alliance with 
Cleopatra--was formed out of common interests and comple-
mentary ambitions. 
6 
CHAPTER I. CLEOPATRA AND CAESAR 
Julius Caesar's desire to form his dictatorial 
authority in the East into absolute power according to 
the Hellenistic system of kingship was based• to a large 
degree, upon the Alexander model. Alexander the Great 
had become, not only for Caesar but for other Roman mili-
tary dictators of the first century B.C., the prototype. 
in military affairs as well as in the structuring of po-
litical policies.1 It was primarily through the Alexander 
ideal that Cleopatra was able to affect Caesar's Eastern 
policy--the extent of which will be revealed in the chaP-
ter material--and attract him to an association with the 
Ptolemaic dynasty. 
To understand the basis of Caesar•s and Cleopatra's 
political relationship, an explanation of the historical 
situation in the early years of Cleopatra's reign is 
essential. Cleopatra became co-ruler with her younger 
brother Ptolemy XIII in 51 B.c.2 in accordance with the 
1crassus and Pompey were contemporary imitators of the 
Alexander model as was Antony (to be shown in chap, 2). 
Dorothea Michel's work, Alexander als Vorbild filr Pompeius, 
Caesar und Marcus Antonius, Archliologische Untersuchupgen, 
Collection Latomus, vol. 94 (Brussels& Latomus, Revue 
d•etudes latines, 1967), provides a detailed investigation 
of the subject (Michel's work is hereafter cited as Alex-
ander als Vorbild). 
2Michael Grant contends in Cleopatra (New Yorks Simon 
and Schuster, 1972), p. 29, that evidence from certain 
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will of.her father, Ptolemy XII Neos Dionysus (Auletes), 
who bequeathed the kingdom to his elder surviving daughter 
and son,3 · The will was unique in this point, and perhaps 
indicates that Cleopatra de~onstrated at an early stage 
the energy and drive which characterized her subsequent 
rule.· It would appear, at any rate, that Auletes sensed 
the futility of omitting his elder daughter from the 
succession, and thus approached the problem in this un-
usual manner of dividing the rule, Whatever the motivation, 
his plan failed. The new queen and her husband-brother 
soon found themselves !~compatible. The ensuing struggle 
between Cleopatra and her supporters and the faction 
papyri suggest.s Cleopatra was co-ruler with her f ath~r in 
51 B.C. He notes that A. E. Samuel in Chronigue d 1!gypte 
42 (1965)s376ff,, "sees such double eras as representing 
the eras of two monarchs" ( p. 254) i However, T·. c. Skeat 
in "Notes on Ptolemaic Chronology• I. •The Last Year Which 
Is Also the First,'" JEA 46 (December 1960)191, argues, 
"The year in which a new ruler acceded to the throne in 
Egypt was commonly designated by a double numeration, in 
which the last year of the deceased ruler was coupled with 
the first of his successor." Skeat's table of such circum-
stances includes double dates which could be attributed to 
the confusion before the restoration of Ptolemy Soter II. 
However, the remainder of the list is impressive, It would 
appear, .therefore, that Cleopatra and her brother followed 
this practice in the dating of their first regnal year. 
3c1eopatra VII was probably eighteen at _the time, 
Ptolemy XIII ten. See T. c. Skeat, 0 Notes on Ptolemaic 
Chronologyt III. 1 The First Year Which Is Also the Third 1 s 
A Date in the Reign of Cleopatra VII," JEA 48 (December 
1962)1100. . -
8 
controlling Ptolemy XIII was not resolved by the time 
Caesar arrived in Alexandria on 1 October 48 B.c.4 
Caesar's pursuit of the fugitive Pompey led him to 
Alexandria, a destiny most agreeable with his present 
needs, for the Ptolemaic rulers owed.him an ·enormous sum 
.. 
of money.5. At the time of his arrival, Ptolemy XIII and 
his advisors controlled the throne, while Cleopatra was 
in Pelusium gathering an army to challenge her.brother's 
superiority.6 Caesar was resolved_to remind the sibling 
rivals of the provision in Auletes• testament which made 
them joint rulers and appointed the Roman people "in the 
4For.Caesar's arrival in Alexandria on 1 October 48 
B.C. see H. Heinen, Rom und A ten von 1 bis 4 v Chr, 
(St. Vitha By the Author, 9 , p, 71 hereafter cited as 
Heinen, Rom und Agypten). against Matthias Gelzer; Caesars 
Politician and Statesman, trans. Peter Needham, 6th ed. 
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1968), p. 246 (here-
after cited as Gelzer, Caesar), and W. Judeich, Caesar im 
Orients Kritische ubersicht der Erei isse vom Au st 
bis October 7 Leipzig, F. A, Brockhaus, 1 5, pp. 58-
63 (hereafter cited as Judeioh, Caesar im Orient). 
· 5Aocording to Plutarch Caesar 48. 4, Auletes owed . 
Caesar ttseventeen million five hundred thousand drachmas, 
of which Cae?ar had formerly remitted a part to his chil-
dren, but now demanded payment of ten millions for the 
support of his army. st For an explanation of the debt see 
below, n, 10. All classical works are cited from the editions 
and translations of the Loeb Classical Library unless other-
wise indicated. 
6caesar De Bello Civil1 J. 10.3. For Cleopatra's 
previous control of the throne over her brother's faction 
in 51 B.c. see Grant, Cleopatra, p. 47. 
9 
name of all the gods and of the treaties which he had made 
at Rome" to see that this arrangement was carried out.7 
The two quarreling parties approached Caesar with their 
good will. Ptolemy XIII presented hiip. with Pompey's head; 
Cleopatra--when she could gain access to the city8--presented 
the moechus calvus with more appealing overtures. Caesar's 
appearance.in Alexandria offered the ousted Cleopatra a 
means of regaining position in the royal palace and an 
opportunity of securing political power through the favor 
of Rome. 
The Ptolemaic practice of appealing to Roman leaders 
for sanction and support was well established by 48 B.C. 
Ptolemy VIII had initiated it in 162 B.C., and by 81 B,C. 
the system had progressed to the point where Ptolemy XI 
had virtually been chosen to rule by Sulla.9 In 55 B.C., 
Cleopatra's father, with the aid of the Ptolemaic treasury, 
had prevailed upon Roman legions to secure his position 
7caesar De Bello Civili 3. 108. 
8The famous carpet scene needs no recounting here. 
9For Egypt's unfortunate habit of calling on Rome for 
support in internal problems see Grant, Cleopatra, pp. 8-
11; Hans Volkmann, Cleopatra1 A Study in Politics and 
Propaganda, trans. T. J. Cadoux (New Yorks Sagamore Press, 
Inc., 1958), pp. 35-39 (hereafter cited as Volkmann, Cleo-
patra). Roman preoccupation with internal affairs along 
with Egypt's lack of aggression against Roman territories 
or allies probably accounts for the kingdom's prolonged 
escape from annexation. 
. 10 
on the Egyptian throne.10 Now Cleopatra attempted a 
similar move but employed a different incentive. Her meth-
od of persuasion was convincing. Caesar became sympathetic 
to her cause. The immediate considerations which persuaded 
him, a noted womanizer, are obvious. But Caesar·was also 
moved by practical considerations. The open hostility 
which Ptolemy XIII 1 s chief advisor Pothinus had displayed 
toward Caesar made the continuation of this faction's con-
trol of the Egyptian monarchy an undesirable option. 
Nevertheless, Caesar's concern for his own inferior 
military strength led to.his unsuccessful attempt to avoid 
a confrontation with Ptolemy XIII by announcing a reaffirma-
tion of the provisions in Auletes•· will, However, Ptolemy 
XIII and his advisors, not blind to.the palace intrigue, 
realized that Caesaris sympathies were with Cleopatra and . 
that the announcement had resulted from his precarious 
military position. Their consequent attempt to expel the 
10Auletes, ousted .from Egypt and the treasury, was 
forced to borrow the money from Roman financiers. Since 
the Ptolemaic treasury at this time still give Egypt the 
reputation of one of the richest· lands in the Mediterranean 
area, the loans were easily arranged. Caesar later took 
over the debt. For the wealth of the Ptolemies in the first 
century B;C. see M. Rostovtzeff, The Social and.Economic 
History of the Hellenistic World, 3 vols. (Oxfords at the 
Clarendon Press, 1941), 21916. 
11 
Roman·rrom Alexandrian civil dissension proved disastrous, 
At the end of the Alexandrian war, Caesar was in control 
of the Egypt!~ capitai,11 
Previously, in 65 B,C., when the dispute over the 
annexation of Egypt was raging in Rome, Caesar, a young 
aedile in search of a reputation and the wealth to acquire 
it, had favored the incorporation of the kingdom as a 
Roman. provin~e.12 However, in 47-B,C., after the Alexan-
~rian war, he ·gave back ~he control of the Ptolemaic 
treasury and the kingdom's resources of grain to his mis-
tress Cleopatra.13 Romantic attachments certainly had 
their place in the decision. Yet once again Caesar was 
moved for the most part by practical.considerations, The. 
wealth and granaries of the Ptolemies could create· a power-
ful, independent governor, and Caesar preferred to keep 
the resources in·the hands of one who had depended upon 
his military to maintain her power,14 Cleopatra would 
~ttend to his money and grain needs. 
11For ·the Egyptian attack and the fate of Ptolemy XIII 
see Gelzer, Caesar, pp. 248-52, 
12suetonius C~esar 11, See also Gelzer, Caesar, pp, 
40-41. 
13For the state of the Egyptian granaries in 47 B,C. 
see below p, 24,· 
14M. Grant in Cleopatra, p. 78, notes that with Pompey's 
sons preparing to continue the fight against Caesar in Africa 
12 
C~e.s~ in Egypt E~tter th_e __ ,Ale.~an,d_~taJJ.. War 
The Alexandrian W8.l" concluded on 27 March 47 B.c.15 
Caesar- l'lad. already spent almost a half a year in Egypt. 
It was only now,. with the end of hostilities, that he 
could rest in the atmosphere of the royal palace and give 
serious attention to the exercise of Hellenistic kingship. 
The palace life would have been impressive, with Cleopatra•s 
personal tutor Philostratus and other intellectuals at 
court16 and the· awesome Alexandrian library nearby, Lavish 
e11terta1nment would have provided a continual spectacle. 
With Caesar sej_o~rriing thusly in Alexandria after the war, 
it is necessary to consider the motivations which Cleopatra 
and -Caesar would have had in forming an alliance of their 
ambi~ions--that is, Cleopatra's basis of influence in 
affect~ng Caesar's policy for Hellenistic kingship. 
and Spain, "there was.no Roman in the world whom Caesar 
f·elt _he could trust _as governor of Egypt.'* 
. 1.5cIL~ I, 12, 2121 FER. QUOD EO. DIE C. CAES. VICIT 
ALEXAND~ · · 
i6p • .-M. F~aser in Ptolemaic Alex~dria, 3 vols. 
(Oxfords at the Clarendon Press, 1972), 11,312, makes the 
following observations "There is some suggestion of an 
increase in the number of immigrant soholars·a.nd medical 
teachers to be found in Alexandria in the reigns of Auletes 
and Cleopatra,· and it is likely enough .. ,that the latter, in 
whom intellectual interests.and political ambition were com-
bined to a remarkable .degree, suoceede·d in forming a circle 
of intellectuals around her." See also ibid., 1,361-621 
806-809. . 
13 
The dearth of information from the contemporary 
sources concerning Caesar's sojourn in Egypt after the 
Alexandrian war--in particular, the omission.of any mention 
of a further delay 1n Alexandria in De Bello Alexandr1no--
has led to a disagreement 1n modern scholarship over the 
duration of Caesar's stay 1n the kingdom. The establish-
ment of a chronological framework is essential to the in-
vestigation of Cleopatra's influence on Caesar's Eastern 
policy. The duration of this episode is basic to the 
subject since a lengthy sojourn in itself could be evidence 
of her influence considering the still powerful_OPP9- -
sition in the W-est. Therefore an investigation of the 
classical evidence and modern interpretations of the material 
is necessary. 
De Bello Alexandrino contribu~es little to the attempt 
to determine the length of Caesar's stay. It glosses,over 
the pe~iod·of military inactivity by stating the followings 
The veteran Sixth legion he· { Caesan} took away w1 th · 
hims all the others he left there, ·the more to bol-
ster up the dominion of the said rulers, who could 
enjoy neither the affection of their people, ••• 
nor the authority of a long.established reign, it 
being but a few days {paucis diebus} since they came 
to the throne .17 · 
17ne Bello Alexandrina 33. 
14 
Louis ·Lord's in-depth analysis of th~ words paucis diebus 
is a classic effort to-impute mean~ng into.a transitional, 
meaningless phrase,18 
Cicero's letters to Att1cus from 14 May 47 B.c. to 
5 July 47 B.c. testify to the poor communication between 
the Italian peninsu1a·and Egypt.· In ·a letter.dated 14 June. 
47 B.c,, Cicero.complains that no one· had left Alexandria 
"since the· Ides of March nor any letters sent by Caesar 
since the Ides of December.u19 Thus Cicero's correspondence 
shows him constantly grasping at runiors in the attempt to 
understand Caesar's delay. In a letter dated 14 May 47 B,C., 
Cicero writes, ncaesar seems so to be held 1n.:A,lexandr1a that 
he is ashamed even to write concerning these things. 11 20 
18Lord concludes from an· analysis of the three instan-
·. ces of the use of pa.ucis diebus .in De Bello Alexandrina 
that the phrase must mean a period of·five days to three 
weeks. However, the use of.the phrase in De Bello Gallico 
means three days to a month according to Lord 1 s reckoning, 
and in De Bello Civili four·days to three weeks. Louis E, 
Lord, ~•The Date of Julius Caesar• s Departure from Ale~an-
dria, u 28 (1938)s20, 39-40, The inconsistency of the 
time span indicated by the phrase is itself an indication 
of its transitional nature. 
19c1cero Ad Atticum XI, 17a• 0 •• , constatque ne 
profectum qu1dem illi~ quemquem post Id, Mart. neo post Id. 
Dec, ab 1110 datas ullas litteras, 11 The Latin text is from 
the Cambridge University edition, All English translations 
of Cioero•s letters to Atticus are the author•s. 
2° Cicero Ad Atticum XI 15l "11le-en1m 1ta videatur 
Alexandria teneri·ui eum. scribere etiam pttdeat de 1111s 
rebus, 11 • 
1.5 
On J June 47 B.c., he adds, 11For neither is there any ex-
pectation of his arrival nor do those who come from Asia 
say that anything is heard about peace.n 21 Again on 19 
June 47 B.c., Cicero writes, ttNothing yet of a rumor con-
cerning the departure of that one { Caesar } from Alexan-
dria, n 22 By 5 July 47 B.c., he had heard a rumor that 
Caesar had left Alexandria: 
There is an unauthoritative rumor that he 
has left Alexandria, rising from a letter of 
Sulpicius which all subsequent news confirms. 
, The fact that it is right or wrong--since it · 
is of no importance to me--I do not know which 
I should prefer,23 . 
Lord has attempted to prove from the letter of the 
fifth of July that Caesar left Alexandria in April. 
According to.Lord 1 s time chart, it would have ta.ken eighty-
three days for Cicero at Brundisium to receive the news.24 
21c1cero Ad Atticum XI, 161 "neque enim ulla de 
adventu eius opinio est neque si qui ex Asia veniunt 
quicquam aud1tum esse dicunt de pace," 
22cicero Ad Atticum XI, 18: 11De illius Alexandria 
d1scessu nihil ad.hue. rumoris, · ••• n 
23c1cero Ad Att1cum XI, 251 "Illum discessisse 
Alexandria rumor est no firmus ortus ex Sulpici litteris; 
quas cuncti postea nuntii confirmarunt. quod verum an 
falsum sit, quoniam mea nihil interest, utrum malim (ne) 
scio. 11 
\ 24cicero•s own oorres:pondenee may contradict this 
reckoning, since a letter to Attieus dated 1.5 August 47 
B.C. (Ad Atticum XI, 20) states that the time required 
for the freedman of Trebonius to reach Brundisium from 
Antioch was twenty-eight days (see below, n. 30). Gelzer 
16 
He therefore concludes that Caesar could not have left 
Alexandria any later than 11 Apr11. 25 
The weakness of Lord's conclusion is that the passage 
on which he. has based his reckoning is no more than a 
rumor from a series of such rumors in Cicero's letters, 
and one which, as H. Heinen points out, 11 wins not the 
trust of Cicero in spite of its confirmation through 
other messengers.u26 One can conclude with Heinen ·that 
Cicero's confirmation of Caesar's departure from Egypt 
is either lost or not in the corpus of.his oorrespondenoe, 
and that the correct report .could have come after 5 July. 27 
uses this statement and Cicero's.letter to Attious of 
5 July 47 B.C. (Ad Atticum XI, 25) as his basis for estab-
lishing Caesar's departure from Alexandria in the beginning 
of June.· Gelzer, Caesar, p. 255, no. 2. L. Casson in 
"Speed under Sail of Ancient Ships," TAPA 82 (1951):145-46, 
calculates that the sea route from Alexandria to Rome would 
have taken fifty-three days to seventy-three days. Lord's 
figure of eighty-three days is the result of his study or· 
Cicero's letters and the time lapse between the event and· 
Cicero's recognition of it in his letters. Lord, '*The 
Date of Julius Caesar's Departure from Alexandria," pp, 
22-24. · · . 
25tord,· "The Date of Julius Caesar's Departure -from 
Alexandria," p. 24. 
26Heinen, Rom und Af;YPten, p. 152• "• •• gewinnt 
trotz der Bestatigung durch andere Boten nicht das Vertrauen 
Ciceros." The English translation of Heinen•s work is the 
author's. 
27 Ibid. ,· pp. 152-53. In support of th1 s He1 nen adds, 
"Dazu passt, dass Cicero (ad fam. XIV 24) nooh am 11. 
August nichts Uber eine eventuelle Ankunft Casars wusste. 
Am 12. August jedooh kamen a Caesare 11tterae satis 
11berales (ad fam. XIV 2J). Ibid., p. 153. The entire 
17 
Both Heinen and o. E. Schmidt cite the importance of 
the information from the sixth century Byzantine writer 
Malalas in establishing the date of Caesar's departure. 28 
According to Mala.las, Caesar entered Antioch on 23 
Artemisius. w. Judeich has convincingly established that 
this corresponds to 16 April 47 B.c. on the Julian oalen-
dar--28 June 47 B.c. on the unreformed calendar.29 On 
15 August 47 B.c., Cicero reports that the freedman of 
Trebonius had arrived from Syria after twenty-seven days 
of travel and that he had seen Caesar's headquarters in 
Antioch.30 Heinen points out that Cicero's statement 
does not contradict Mala.las• statement, for the exact 
date of the sighting 1s not known, only that Trebonius' 
freedman.saw Caesar in Antioch before the middle of July.31 
statement from Ad Familia.res XIV, 23. is th1sa 11Redditae 
mih1 tandem sun€ a caesare 11tterae satis liberales, et 
1pse opin1one oelerius ventures esse dioi tur. '' This cer-
tainly gives force to Heinen•s argument. 
28see Heinen, Rom und Agypten, p. 156; Otto E. Schmidt, 
Der Briefweohsel des M, 'l'ull1,us . Cicero von seinem Prokonsu-
lat in Cilicien bis zu Caesars Ermordun.g (Leipzig• B. G. 
Teubner, 1893), p. 224 (hereafter cited as Schmidt, 
Briefweohsel des Cicero). 
?9Jude1oh, Caesar im Orient, pp. 106-109. 
JOc1cero Ad Atticum XI, 201 "XVII Kal. Sept. venerat 
die XXVIII Seleucia Pieria c. Treboni libertus qui se 
Antiochiae dioeret apud Caesarem vidisse Quintum filium cum 
H1rt1o. 0 
31He1nen, Rom und Agypten, p. 157. 
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From Malalas' date it is possible to establish the 
approximate date of Caesar's departure from Alexandria 
by oaloulating the amount of time he must have consumed 
moving his troops from Alexandria to Antioch. 
Again De Bello Alexandrino is-little help in this 
matter. It states in 33. 6. that Caesar left Alexandria 
for Syria by land, but later, in 66. 2., 'announces that 
Caesar proceeded from Syria to Antioch in "the same fleet 
in whioh he had come. 0 32 
Lord concludes that the land route was the manner in 
which Caesar moved his troops. His argument is based on 
· the evidence that the sea was closed until the twenty-first 
of May.33 Of course, in order for this argument to be 
valid, one must assume that Caesar le'rt .Alexandria prior 
to 21 May 47 B.c. Heinen, on the other 'hand, presents 
strong evidence for the sea route. A statement from 
Josephus34 supports the exit by sea as do all practical 
32ne Bello Alexandrino 33. 61 °Sie rebus omnibus 
confectus et oollocatis 1pse itinere terrestri profeotus 
est in Syriam.tt Ibid. 66. 2: "Ipse eadem olasse qua venerat 
proficisoitur in Cilic1am." 
33Lord, "The Date of Julius Caesar's Departure from 
Alexandria," p. 25. 
34Josephus Antiquities 14. 1371 "• • 
&8To1T >..e:ucras. If 
) 
• e:1s Eup{av 
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considerations in the matter.· The seaway would have been 
quicker and--in spite of the rugged travel it would have 
provided until the end of Ju1y35--1ess trouble, because, 
as Heinen has stated, it does not make sense that Caesar 
would subject his tired troops to the toil of a land-march 
"when he, in a shorter time and after a substantial re-
covery, could accomplish the same distance by the seaway.n36 
He adds that Caesar would not have lacked ships since, 
after his victory in Egypt, he had at his disposal the 
Egyptian·rieet,37 
From this information and the consideration of the 
short stops that Caesar made on his way·to Antioch from 
Alexandria., Heinen concludes that·his departure should be 
dated in the middle of June,38 and this date happens to 
correspond to Lord's timetable for the sea route which he 
himself rejects,39 Schmidt, however, takes_ into account 
35tord quotes Vegetius on the matter of the condition 
of the sea. See Lord, uThe Date of Julius Caesar's Departure 
from Alexandria," p, 25. 
•• 36Heinen, Rom und Agypten, p. 1551 ". • • wenn er in 
kurzerer Zeit und nach ausgiebiger Erholung denselben 
Abstand auf dem Seewege bewa.ltigen konnte," 
37Ibid, 
38Ibid., p. 157, 
39see Lord, "The Date of Julius Caesar•s Departure 
from Alexandria," p. 34. 
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a second remark by Malalas,-that Caesar's arrival in Syria 
was known in Antioch on 12 Artemisius (17 June).40 Since 
a messenger would have required six days to travel from Ace 
Ptolemais to Antioch, Schmidt concludes that Caesar must 
have reached the coastal town by· 11 or 12 June 47 B.C. and 
therefore departed from Alexandria on 7 or 8 June.41 How-
ever, this second citation from Malalas which Schmidt 
depends on lacks the authority that the other date--Caesar•s 
entrance into Antioch--has, and Judeich, for one, rejects 
it.42 
According to.Caesar's movements in Syria during the 
month of June, his departure from Alexandria would not have 
occurred before the date that Schmidt supports, and Heinen!s 
date--the middle of June--is a more convincing calculation. 
Heinen concludes with this observations "Caesar's stay-in 
Egypt, therefore, amounted to approximately eight and a half 
40schmidt, Briefwech~el des Ci~~ro, p, 224. 
41 Ibid. See also T. Rice Holmes, The Roman Re;pu.blio 
and the Founder of the Empire, 3 vols. tNew Yorks Russell 
& Russell, i923), 3,509, for a summary of Schmidt's position 
as well as a brief examination of the entire issue of 
Caesar's departure date. 
42Judeich, Caesar im Orient, p, 112. See also Holmes, 
The Roman Republic and tne Founder of the EIDP1re, 3,509, 
n, 8, who questions Judeich's rejection. 
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months, a result which Appian's statement (nine months) 
approximately confi~s. 0 43 
The conclusion advanced in this study--that Caesar 
remained in Egypt until the middle of·June--renders a 
chronological probability to the position that Caesar and 
Cleopatra formed special.ties at this time, ties which 
would affect the direction of Caesar's Eastern ambitions. 
Had Caesar not lingered _in Egypt, the foundation for this 
contention would be substantially weakened. That Caesar 
remained in.Egypt for a considerable period after the 
Alexandrian war is itself an indication of the workings of• 
Cleopatra's influence. A consideration.of Caesar's par-
ticipation in. an expedition into the Ptolemaic kingdom 
during this period furthers this position. 
Caesar spent his added time in Egypt not only absorbing 
the entertainment and intellectual life in Alexandria, but, 
according to Suetonius and Appian, participating in a Nile 
expedition. There could not have been a more effective 
43Heinen, Rom und Xgypten, p. 15'71 °caesars Aufenthait 
in Xgypten belauft sich demnach ungefahr auf aohtundeinhalb 
Monate, ein Ergebnis, das Appians Angabe (neun Monate) 
anna.hernd bestatigt," In order for this to be true, one 
must assume as M. Grant asserts, "that Appian is referring 
not merely to the actual fighting but to Caesar's entire 
stay in Egypt •. 11 Grant, Cleopatra, p. 82. See Appian Bella 
Civilia ~- 90. Heinen analyzes-the section from Appian in 
Rom und Agypten, p. 148. 
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setting than the Nile journey for Cleopatra to promote her 
purpose of affecting Caesar's monarchic.ambitions by. 
attracting him to a union with the Ptolemaic dynasty. There 
is not a consensus in modern scholarship as to whether the 
expedition did in fact take place even though both Appian 
and Suetonius record the event. Therefore, an examination 
of the evidence is in order together with an inquiry into 
the impetus for the journey to establish its occurrence. 
Suetonius (c. 69-140 A,D.) reports the event in the 
following manner• 
He { Caesar } had love affairs with queens too, 
•.•• but above all with Cleopatra, with whom 
he often feasted until daybreak, and he would 
have gone through Egypt with her in her state-
barge almost to Aethiopia, had not his soldiers 
refused to follow him,44 . · . . · 
Appian (c. 90-160 A,D.) presents this picture of .the 
expeditiont 
He {Caesar} consumed nine months in the strife, 
at the end of which he established Cleopatra on 
the throne of Egypt in place of her brother. He 
ascended the Nile with 400 ships, exploring the 
country with Cleopatra and generally enjoying 
himself with her. The· details, however, of 
these events are rel~ted more particularly in 
my Egyptian history.~5 · 
44sueton1us Caes,ar 52• "• •• et eadem nave thalamego 
paene Aeth1op1a tenus Aegyptum penetravit, n1si exeroitus 
sequi recusasset." 
45App1an Bella Civilia 2. 90, ttKa.1 TOV NE'1-AOV ~1T1 
TETPCX.KOO\W\) VEWV, Tnv xwpa.v 8EwµEvos, 1TEPlEftAEl µET& TnS 
KAE07r<XTpa.S. 11 
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The vast difference between the two accounts which Balsdon 
attempts to create simply does not exist.46 While Suetonius 
only mentions the accompanying soldiers, Appian specifies 
the four hundred ships and the exploratory purpose. The 
emphasis and degree of specification reflect the particular 
interests of the historians--an element Balsdon totally 
ignores. 
A necessary consideration _in the Nile journey issue is 
Caesar's motivations• why he would have embarked upon such 
a course--and for that matter delayed in Egypt at all--when 
in Rome the population was suffering from Antony's misman-
agement, and crises in Illyricum an4 Asia Minor called for 
his attention. In the first place, as Cicero's letters 
indicate, Caesar's communication with Rome was incomplete, 
and he would not have been aware of the discontent in the 
city. De Bello Alexandrino confirms this impression by 
stating that only upon his arrival in Syria from Egypt did 
46J. P. v. D. Balsdon, Julius Caesars A Political 
Biography·(New Yorks Atheneum, 1967), pp. 140-41. Balsdon 
states, 11A hundred years after Caesar• s death a romantic -
historian rewarded Caesar with a holiday after the Alexan-
drian war was over, ••• and as romance persists, the 
story was improved by successive writers, the single·state-
barge expanding-into a flotilla of 400_ships. 11 Balsdon•s 
initial statement, concerning the romantic historian, makes 
one wonder exactly to whom he was referring. Lucan was not 
an historian but a poet and his narrative breaks off before 
the actual event of the Nile journey, and Suetonius fits 
neither the time nor the description. 
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Caesar learn "from those who had joined him there from 
Rome, as well as from.information contained 1n despatches 
from the city," of the corrupt and inefficient administra-
tion there.47 In addition, T. Rice Holmes• idea, ,that 
Caesar wished "to learn something about the administration't 
of Egypt,48 is an appealing one, most fitting Caesar's 
nature, and with this motive can be added his curiosity 
. about the ancient kingdom. Certainly he would have-desired 
to rest his troops after the strenuous campaign, and the 
Nile tour would have provided an informative respite. 
However, the.actual impetus for the trip may have 
come from Cleopatra. Indeed, there was cause for her to 
renew her relations with the Egyptian population. Egypt 
had suffered a drought in 49 B.c.,49 and, while the guarded 
Ptolemaic treasury remained wealthy and the queen's granaries 
remained full, it is quite possible that the rest of the 
kingdom was still feeling the effects of the deficient 
47ne Bello Alexandrino 65, 11 Cum in Syr1am Caesar ex 
Aegypto venisset atque ab eis qui Roma venerant ad eum 
cognoseceret litterisque urbanis animadverteret multa Romae 
male et inutiliter administrar1." 




harvest.SO Cleopatra, whose interest in the Egyptian 
culture made her a popular Ptolemaic ruler with the natives, 
needed to restore her ties with the Egyptian people,51 and 
Caesar, perhaps for the reasons already stated, decided to 
accompany her in this venture. The fact that the trip 
took place at all may be a credit to Cleopatra's ability 
to influence Caesar. 
It is not surprising that contemporary classical 
historians say nothing of the Nile journey and that the 
gap between the event and its first written exposition 1s 
a·considerable one.52 Hans Volkmann and M. Grant point out 
that Octavian was eager to suppress information which linked 
50Rostovtzeff submits this analysis of the economic 
situation during the reign of Cleopatra. Rostovtzeff, 
The Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World, 
3,1551. However, inflation and recurring famine had con-
stituted the way of life in Egypt during the late second 
and first centuries B.c., and there is. yet no evidence 
of an uprising after the drought of 49 B.C. Therefore, 
Gelzer•s contention, th~t Caesar set out on the journey to 
secure Egypt, lacks an explanation of why such an act was 
necessary. See Gelzer, Caesar, pp. 255-56, n. 4. For in-
flation and famine as a way of life in late Ptolemaic 
Egypt, see Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History 
of the Hellenistic World, 21909. 
51Grant sees this as a primary.motive for the journey. 
Grant, Cleopatra, p. 81. 
52Lucan (d. 65 A.D.) is the first _author to refer to 
the affair between Caesar and Cleopatra in his epic 
Pharsalia. He has Caesar express the wish to discover 
the source of the Ntle. Lucan Pharsalia 10. 190. 
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Caesar to Cleopatra.53 Volkmann comments 1 "From his . 
· {Octavian's} point of view the relationship between Caesar, 
· his adoptive father, and Cleopatra, his subsequent adver-
sary, had been calamitous, and he was anxious, ••• to 
efface their memory from the minds of his contemporaries.".54 
As secretary to Hadrian, Suetonius had access to the im-
perial and senatorial records and to personal memoirs 
along with public documents.55 That he can be quite in-
structive for the first. century B.c. is witnessed in his 
citations of the valuable correspondence which Antony and 
Octavian carried on during the propaganda warfare of 33-31 
B.C. 56 It seems he has, with the Nile expedition, unearthed 
another silenced, buried, and forgotten event. 
Caesar, therefore, after a preliminary settling of 
affairs in Alexandria, made use of his remaining months in 
Egypt resting from the business of war in this productive 
manner, assuaging his curiosity about the ancient kingdom 
and inspecting its administration. A considerable bodyguard 
53volkmann, Cleopatra, p. 74; Grant, Cleopatra, p. 81. 
54volkmann, Cleopatra, p. 74. 
55see Robert Graves, Foreword to The Twelve Caesars, 
by Suetonius, Penguin Classics (Middlesexc Penguin Books, 
Ltd., 1957), pp. 7-8, 
56see M. P. Charlesworth, "Some Fragments of the 
Propaganda of Mark Antony," QS 27 (1933)1172-77. 
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and entourage accompanied Caesar and Cleopatra--perhaps 
the four _hundred ships that Appian specifies. And if the 
journey extended into the southern extremities of Egypt as 
Suetonius claims. then truly the greater part of Caesar's 
additional time in Egypt must have been consumed in this 
way.57 
With Caesar thus afloat in the royal barge, making 
his way up the historic Nile River, surveying the interior 
of the ancient country, and comfortably situated in the 
chamber of Egypt•s· queen, Cleopatra's influence in attracting 
him to the Ftolemaic dynasty could have been very effective. 
It should be recalled that in determining influence one 
looks for the indirect and intangible element. Influence 
is a word which the dictionary defines as "the power or 
capacity of causing an effect in indirect or intangible 
ways," or "the act or power of producing an effect without 
apparent exertion of force or.direct exercise," Cleopatra 
was owner and guardian of the famed Ptolemaic treasury 
which still gave Egypt the. reputation of one of the rich-· 
est territories in the Mediterranean worlds a woman of. 
vitality and intellect with whom "converse ••• had a 
certain charm; 11 58 queen of the last of the Hellenistic 
57see Heinen, Rom und .Agypten, p. 1.55, :for the duration 
of the journey. 
58Plutarch Antorn7 27. 2. 
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successor kingdoms, of noble blood and bearing, and, 
especially, in her sovereignty the descendant of Alexander 
the Great. ·These characteristics constituted the basis 
of her influence in attracting Caesar to the Ptolemaic 
dynasty, And there would not have been a more opportune 
setting for her to exert her influence than the Nile 
journey, which for· Caesar would also recall the three 
thousand year duration of the Egyptian monarchy.59 
That Cleopatra, eager to elevate her status from the 
tenuous position of a client queen, 60 did in fact make a 
very active attempt to promote her influence and direct 
Caesar's ambition to their joint monarchy in the East 
cannot be doubted. Cleopatra was-faced with the seemingly 
insurmountable task of deterring the imminent onslaught 
of Roman imperialism in Egypt. Bent on seeing to the 
. 59see comments on Cleopatra's influence in Cicero: 
Wert, Sta.at, Welt (Stuttgart, Ernst Klett, 1953), pp, 245-
46, See also Lily Ross Taylor, The Divinity of the Roman 
Emperor, Philological Monographs Published by the American 
Philological Association, no.· 1 (Middletown, Conn. 1 Ameri-
can Philological Association, 1931), pp. 75-76; E •. Meyer, 
Caesars Monarchie und das Principat des Pompejuss Innere 
Geschichte Roms von 66 bis 44 v. Chr., 2nd rev. ed. 
(Stuttgart, J. G, Cotta•sche, 1919), pp. 521-22 (hereafter 
cited as Meyer, Caesars Monarchie), 
60Tarn comments on Cleopatra as a client queen and her 
intention to achieve a new status in CAH, 10s39; reprint 
as w. W. Tarn and M. P. Charlesworth,Octavian, Antony and 
Cleopatra (Cambridge• at the University Press, 1965), p. 50. 
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preservation of the Alexandrian monarchy, she sought its 
survival through an alliance with the Roman dictator. By 
summoning her influence--her heritage, her wealth, and 
her personal charms--she would attempt to attract Caesar, 
not as a conqueror but as a participant, to Hellenistic 
kingship, to a kingdom in the East through the Ptolemaic 
monarchy. 
The Alexander imitation of Caesar provides one with an 
understanding of why he would respond to those ·characteris-
tics which formed the basis of Cleopatra's influence. It 
is best to begin by commenting on the imitation. A recent 
study by D. Michel investigates the nature of Caesar's 
Aiexander model.61 Michel concludes that, while Caesar 
determined to retain his own personality as an equal of 
Alexander, he "imitated the ideas and methods of his ~ode1,u62 
He did so--as J.M. c. Toynbee interprets--to achieve "in 
the Roman world what Alexander had achieved in the Greek.n6J 
Hence, there is Caesar's claim to divine descent, his 
61 see above, n. 1, for a full citation of the work. 
62Miohel, Alexander als Vorbild, p. 1J4: "Er ahmte die 
Ideen und Methoden seines Vorbildes nach.u The English 
translation of Michel's work is the author's. 
63J, M. c. Toynbee, review of Alexander als Vorb1ld · 
fur Pom ius Caesar und Marcus Antoniuss archaolo ische 
Untersuohungen, by Dorothea Michel, in CR 22 1970 • • -
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assimilation to Jupiter, and his oosmoorator worshiP--all 
patterned after the course which led to Alexander's apothe-
64 osis •. 
Therefore, Caesar would have responded to the faot 
that Cleopatra's rule was descended from Alexander's 
authority in Egypt. As the last of the Macedonian monarc~s, 
she offered him the opportunity .of legitimizing his suc-
cession to Alexander's world rule through his association 
with the Ptolemaic monarchy. The association would further-
more accommodate his imitation of Alexander's methods. 
One must remember the action of Alexander, who, after his 
assumption of Darius• throne, married into the Persian royal 
houses, .thereby making an attemp~ to reconcile the Persian 
element and lending a sense of legitimacy to his ·succession.65 
Thus. Cleopatra's heritage had the capability of 
directing.Caesar's Eastern policy through the Ptolemaic 
dynasty, a course made even more attractive for Caesar by 
her wealth and personal charms. The Nile journey and the 
Alexandrian ·palace life would have further encouraged this 
·reaction. For Caesar to have been so royally welcomed in 
64M1ohel, Alexander als. Vorb1ld, p. 68; also Toynbee, 
review of Alexander als Vorbild filr Pompeius, Caesar und 
Marcus Antonius, arch~ologische Untersuchungen, by Dorothea 
Michel, p. BJ. 
65see Robin Lane Fox, Alexander the Great (New Yorka 
Dial Press, 1974), p, 418. 
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Egypt, a bastion for the ruler-cult, would have been 
impressive. Prior to his arrival in Egypt in 48 B.C., he 
had been hailed as divine at Ephesus66 (a center·for Roman 
deifications in the first century B.C.), and this certainly 
would have intensified his reaction to the ruler-cult. An 
intaglio found at Cairo could very well be a representation 
of Caesar's response to his potential monarchy in Egypt. 
The intaglio, described by Henri Seyrig, 67 features 
the bust of Julius Caesar who wears a chlamys pinned to 
his shoulder. On his head is a crown ot laurel, and over 
' this another crown in the form of a bull and decorated 
with two rings of flowers. Seyrig convincingly dates the 
intaglio at 47 B.c. He gives the following reasons for 
this-dating, 
The very Ptolemaic style of the portrait, 
the chlamys, likewise the place of the 
finding, makes one presume a Greek inout, 
and calls to.mind the sojo~rn of the dic-
tator on the Nile in 48/47 •••• The crown 
of flowers agries particularly to the Alex-
andrian usage • ts _ 
_ 66cIG, 29_;.,7 ( Di 13.tenberg SIG,1 760) s 11 a{.._ -rro)te:1s af lv -rp tAcrf~ "; . . ratOV 'IoUA 10V • • :-i'{a1crapa • • • TOV &-rro 11Ape:wS 
Kai: 'A<j>pooe:frns 8e:ov ~'ITt<j>avn Kai: KOWOV TOU &v8pW'ITtVOU Sfou 
O"WTllPCl • II 
67Henr1 Seyrig, 11Un :portrait de Jules Cesar," Revue 
numisma.tigue, ser. 6, 11 (1969)153-54. 
68Ib1d., p •. .531 "Le style tres ptolemaique du portrait, 
la chlamyde, le lieu m~me de la trouvaille, font presumer 
une 1nta1lle grecque, et rappellent le s6jour du diotateur 
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Therefore, he concludes, "Its date can be fixed exactly 
on the spring of 47. 11 69 He adds that Caesar's physical 
. 
appearance in the engraving--his hollow cheeks and the 
baldness--supports this date,7° 
The engraving of Caesar in festive Ptolemaic adorn-
ment.indicates ·that the spring.of 47 B.C. in Egypt was a 
time of celebration. It also indicates that Caesar showed 
enough interest in Ptolemaic custom to be captured in this 
manner by a court engraver,71 an interest perhaps attribu-
table to the influence of Cleopatra•s court and heritage. 
The figure of the bull particularly engages one's curiosity, 
for the sacred bull was highly revered in Egyptian religion. 
The implications which the figure lends to the question of 
the influence of the Egyptian sojourn are considerables 
one can a.peculate whether the· bull denotes that Caesar 
assumed some sort of priesthood while in Egypt or whether 
it is a sign of his divinity--a deity complementing Cleo-
patra's Isis--or wheth~r the figure. simply oomplet.es his 
sur le Nil en 48/47 •• , • La couronne.de fleurs s•acoorde 
particuli~rement a l'usage d 1Alexandrie," The English 
translation of Seyr1g1 s article is the author's, 
69Ibid., p. 54, ", • , sa date se laisse rixer 
exactement au printempts de 47," 
70ibid, , p, .54, 




attempt to imitate.Ptolemaic court portrait engraving. 
There simply is riot now enough supporting evidence from 
.this period to allow a final judgement in the matter, How-
ever; since Cleopatra may have begun the erection of the 
Caesareum at this time in Alexandria in Caesar's honor,72 
the symbol of the bull could very well represent his priest-
hood or divinity. Such inferences become especially illum-
inating with Caesar's later activities in Rome. 
A final topic from this period to consider is the 
birth· of Cleopatra•·s son by Caesar in 47 B,C, It has been 
reserved for last to correspond to its chronological place-
ment, which was after Caesar's departure from Alexandria. 
The birth requires attention-here for two principal reasons. 
In the first place, the birth of a son would have affected 
Caesa.r•s response to Cleopatra's influence, and, in the 
second place, the naming of the child gives an insight into 
the extent of Cleopatra's ambition, Since neither the date 
of birth nor the child's paternity are.agreed upon·1n modern 
scholarship, it is necessary to first turn to these issues. 
By establishing that the child was in fact Caesar's son, 
the study--particularly the consideration of' the dynastic 
perspective of Caesar's attraction to the Ptolemaic monarchy 
--can proceed on a firm basts. 
72For a discussion of the origin of the Caesareum 
see P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, 2168, n. 1.56, 
A Serapeum stele from Memphis indioates 47 B,C. as the 
birth date of 11King Caesar ... The demotio inscription 
reads as followss "Written in the year 5, on 23 Payni, on · 
_the feast-day of Isis, which is also the birthday of King 
Caesar, 11 73 -It is recognized that the stele belongs to 
the last years of the Ptolemaic era or the beginning of 
--
the Roman rule--hence, the fifth year of Cleopatra or the 
fifth year of Augustus.74 Heinen points out that if the 
inscription refers to the Roman era, 23 Payni would calcu-
late to 17 June on the Julian calendar, Sinoe the birth-
day of Augustus fell on 23 September, it 1s not possible 
that the stele refers to him, 75 It is also not possible 
that the stele refers to the birthday of Julius Caesar 
since, in the time of Augustus, it was oelebrated on 13 
July.76 In the fifth year of Cleopatra's reign, 23 Payni 
would have fallen on 6 September 47 B.c. (23 June 47 B,C. 
on the Julian calendar},77 Now it is known from·a reference 
7:'3For the inscription see H. Heinen, "Casar und 
Kaisarion," Historia 18 (1969)1182, The English translation 
of the inscription is the author's, 
74 See Ibid,, pp, 182-83. 
75Ib1d,, p. 18J. 
76Ibid, 
77rbid,, p, 183, n. 13; T. c. Skeat, The Reigns of the 
Ptolemies, 2nd ed., Munchener Beitra.ge zur Papyrusforsohung 
und antiken Rechtsgesohichte, no. 39 (Munehens c. H, 
Beck•sohe, 1969), pp. 8-26, 
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in Suetonius that Caesarion was born in Caesar's lifetime. 
Suetonius records that Antony, after Caesar's.death, 
asserted before the Senate that Caesar had acknowledged 
the boy as his son, and that he further cited witnesses 
to the acknowledgement.78 M. Grant evaluates the signifi-
cance of this acts stWhether Antony ••• was telling the 
truth or not, ••• {he} surely .could not have made such 
an a~sertion unless it was generally known that the child 
had been born in Caesar's lifet1me.n79 The weight of the 
78sueton1us Caesar 52, stM. Antonius adgnotum etiam ab· 
eo senutui adfirmavit. 0 The witnesses included Gaius 
Matius and Gaius Oppius. Antony undoubtedly made the 
announcement in an attempt to score a political advantage 
over Octavian, the adopted son, during their early power 
struggles after the death of Caesar. However, Charlesworth 
maintains that it was made after the Donations of Alexandria 
in·the winter of 34-33 B.C. "when Antony claimed Caesarion 
as the true son of Caesar. 11 Charlesworth adds, 11 If this 
is so ••• Suetonius• phraseology in •senatui adfirmavit' 
is incorrect, for although Antony composed a despatch for 
the Senate asking them to approve the Donations, his friends 
Sosius and Domitius Ahenobarbus ••• refused to read it. 11 
Charlesworth, "Some Fragments of the Propaganda of Mark 
Antony," p. 176. · 
79orant, Cleopatra, p. 8J. Volkmann says the same in 
Cleopatra, p. 75. Balsdon, however, contends that Antony's 
statement, even if true, st does not prove that the child was 
born in Caesar's lifetime. If Cleopatra in Rome was pregnant 
in the last weeks of Caesar's life, the remark could have 
been made then.'* J .• P. V. D. Balsdon, review of Cleopatra, 
A Study in Politics and Propaganda, by Hans Volkmann, in 
CR, n.s., 10 (1960)169. That it was more than a remark is 
clear from Antony's statement, That Caesar acknowledged 
the child and not just the fact that Cleopatra was pregnant 
with his child 1s also clear from the statement. See 
Heinen, "Cisar und Ka1sar1on," pp. 194-95. 
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evidence therefore indicates that the "king Caesar" of 
the stale is Caesarion born in 47 B.c,so· 
The contention that this conclusion 1s refuted by a 
reference in Cicero's letter to·Atticus of 11 May 44 B.c. 
is held by .J. Carcopino and E, G. Sihler, 81 Cicero writes 
this to Atticuss "I am sorry to hear of.Tertu11a1s mis-
carriage, We need to k·eep up our stock of Cassi1 now as 
much as Bruti, I hope it is true about the Queen and 
about that Caesar ·or hers too, ,,82 Both Sihler and Carcopino 
have attempted to interpret the passage as illustrating 
Cicero's desire that Cleopatra-~as Tertulla in the first 
" sentence--had had a miscarriage, an observation which 
80p1utaroh does not contradict himself as Grant, 
Balsdon, and Meiklejohn contend, rather he confirms this 
conclusion with his statements in Anton.y and Caesar, His 
statement in Antony .54,. 6--that "Caesarion was believed to 
be a son of the former Caesar, by whom Cleo.patra was left 
pregnant"--agrees with his statement 1n Caesar 49, 10--that 
Caesarion was born in 47 B,C. and that Caesar was his 
father--for Caesar had left Cleopatra pregnant in 47 B,C, 
when he set out for Syria. Contra Grant, Cleopatra, p, 8Jr 
Balsdon, review of Cleopatra, A Study in Politics and 
Propaganda,, by Hans Volkmann, p, 69r K, W. Meiklejohn, 
"Alexander Helios and Caesarion, 11 JRS 24 (1934) 1194, - ' 
81J, Carcopino, Passion et oliti ue chez les cisars 
. ( Paris I Hachette, 195 , pp .• 35-3 ; E, G, Sihler, "Caesar, 
Cicero, and Ferrero, II, 11 AJPhil, 36 (1915)140. 
82cicero Ad Atticum XIV, 201 "Tertullae nollem abortum. 
tan enim Cass11 sunt 1am quam Brut1 serend1. de reg1na 
velim atque etiam de Caesare illo." 
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presumes a continuity in Cicero's paragraphs which is con-
sistently lacking.BJ In the paragraph in which the ref-
erence appears, Cicero is writing in answer to a letter he 
received from Atticus and therefore addresses various sub-
jects within it. 84 Again Heinen reaches the reasonable 
conclusion about the passage. Cicero is commenting on a· 
rumor he had heard concerning the fate of the queen and 
her son after her flight from Rome. There can be no 
further understanding of the statement.85 
A second objection, that this date could not be 
possible on the ground that Caesarion could not have been 
83witness, for example, Ad Atticum XJI, 1, in which 
Cicero first ponders advice to give to Brutus and then 
jumps to the sentence about the queen, and Ad Atticum XIV, 
8, where he skips from a few sentences describing a plot 
against a certain Paulus to a brief sentence about the 
queen's flight to a comment on Clodia, G. H. Macurdy, how-
ever, finds sharp antitheses in the passage in question 
(XIV, 20) between Tertullae and regina, nollem:. .and velim, .. 
Cassii and Caesare illo. G. H. Macurdy, Hellenistic Queens 
(Baltimore• The JohnsHopkins Press, 19~2r reprint ed., 
Ann Arbors University Microfilms, 1972), p. 191. Heinen 
dismisses this, including Maourdy 1 s conclusion that Cleo-
patra was expecting another child of Caesar's (ibid,), as 
going beyond the limits of the material. See Heinen, 
"Casar und Kaisarion, 11 p. 199, 
84ttpersolvi primae ·epistulae, venio ad secundam. 11 
85Heinen, "Casar und Kaisarion, 11 p. 199. Balsdon1 s 
question--why there is no murmur of Caesar1on•s existence 
in Cicero's correspondence during Caesar's lifetime~-cannot 
be answered, but it is foolish to say that Cicero's silence 
is proof that Caesarion had not yet been born.· Cicero also 
does not mention Cleopatra in his correspondence during 
Caesar•s lifetime, and it 1s known that she was in·Rome 
at this time. Meiklejohn's argument, that Caesarion was 
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called king in 47 B.c. since he was not associated with 
his mother on the throne until 44 B.c,,86 is easily dis-
missed by Volkm.anns ·"If, • • • the loyal subjects of Ptolemy 
XII could address his children, no less than himself, as 
Gods, we can hardly assume that Egyptians would have been 
deterred by constitutional scruples from calling a royal 
child king. 1187 One final thought in the matter is this: 
the occurrence of Caesarion's birth on the feast-day of 
Isis is so suspiciously appropriate for the son of a queen 
who emphasized her Isis div1nity88 that one cannot help 
but suspect Cleopatra herself chose to announce this date 
as the day of his birth. In this same manner, the words 
11K1ng Caesar" so conveniently express Cleopatra's desire 
Caesar's son born in 47 B.c.,.but "the news of his existence" 
leaked out only after- the assassination, ls not convincing 
and is based on sheer guesswork. See J, P. V. D, Balsdon; 
"The Ides of March," Historia 7 (1958)186·; Meiklejohn, 
"Alexander Helios and Caesarion," pp, 191-95, · · 
B6see .Balsdon, review of Cleopatrac· A Study in 
Politica and Pro;pae;anda, by :a:a.ns Volkmann, pp. 70-71.~ For 
Caesarion' s association with. ·.Cleopatra on the throne see 
Heinen's explanatior.t in °C!sar und Kaisarion," p. 188 and· 
n. 36 r and PRYl., Dt, ,582. . 
·87volkma.nn, Cleopatra, p. 75. 
88For the significance of Caesar1on 1 s birth on the 
feast-day of Isis see Ibid., pp. 75-76, The contrived date 
could explain how the inscription could have been created 
on the day of birth. For suggestions on this issue see 
Heinen, "Casar und Kaisarion," pp. 184-8,5. 
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that the monarchy continue through the.progeny of.the 
new Roman a.llianoe--a de.sire she would repeatedty demon-· 
strate in future actions forward1ng her children's sover..:. 
eignty--that one cannot help ·but suspect her hand in the . -
immediate application of the royal title. This is· the news· 
that she would have wanted the messengers· to carry and the 
information· to whioh she would have desired the Egyptian. 
population to respond. 
The conclusion that Caesar ion was born in 47 B. C •. · 
carries with it· the conclusion that.Caesar was his.father. 
·Ten months passed from the end of October, when Cleopatra 
was in the palace at Alexandria.. with ca.esar, .. to the begin-
ning of September, when Caesarion was born. 89 It is very 
unlikely that Cleopatra would have jeopardized her relation-
ship with Caesar by turning her attention to substitute. 
relations. However, both Nicolaus of Damascus and Gaius 
Oppius declared that Caesar was not the ·rather. The claim 
of Nicoiaus of Damascus,9° once tutor to Cleopatra's children, 
would be most enlightening if it were not for his transfer 
89Heinen sees the time lapse as 11 ein Tatbestand, der 
ohne weiteres die Abstammung Kaisarions von Casar moglich· 
erscheinen lasst. 11 Heinen,, 11 Cl!sar und Kaisarion," p. 185. 
90Nicolaus of Damascus· 20 a "KAeomi,:pav ati:'t> 1:eKdv 
'1Taioa. · Ka.taa.p{wva • • . • lfaep a~,:oS ~Aey~ev lv ,:ais oia.0fiKatS . 
lj,euoos 15v. ". 
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to the court of Herod the Great--archenemy of Cleopatra--
for whom he was the court historian and by whom he was· 
. . 
introduced to Augustus. And Nicolaus• principal source 
for his writing was Augustus• own memoirs, all of which 
taints his credibiltty.91 According to Suetonius,92 
G. Oppius was first a witness to Caesar's acknowledgement 
of Caesarion, but .then later, in support.of Octavian, 
composed a pamphlet denying the same. One should be 
suspicious of this change of heart and the motives for it. 
Balsdon•s statement, that Caesar was·1ncapable of producing 
children at .this time, 1s a bit reckless. His evidence, 
that it had been seventeen years since Caesar had fathered 
his only other known child, Julia, proves nothing.93 Indeed, 
with the various attempts that Caesar made to boost the 
population in the Mediterranean world, it is not surprising 
that Julius Sabinus could claim.descent from him through 
91For comments on the life :or Nicolaus of Damascus 
see Clayton M. Hall, Nicolaus of Damascus• Life of Augustus, 
A Historical Commentary Embodying a Translation, Smith 
College Classical Studies, no. li, (Northampton, Mass., 1923), 
pp. iii-iv. 
92suetonius Caesar .52• 11 c. Oppius, ••• librum ed1d1t, 
non esse Caesar1s filium, quem Cleopatra dicat." 
93Balsdon, 11 The Ides of M_arch, 11 pp. 86-87, Conversely, 
Macurdy points out Cleopatra's fecundity. See Macurdy, 
Hellenistic Queens, p. 191. 
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his great-grand.mother.94 We oan believe as the Alexan-
drians believed, that Caesar was "Little Caesar's" father. 
As was earlier stated, the naming of the child gives 
an insight into the extent of Cleopatra•s ambition. Cleo-
patra's son not only-carried the traditional name of the 
Macedonian kings of Egypt but also.his father's cognomen--
an emphasis of his :r,aternity. The name Ptolemy Caesar 
embodied the essence of the alliance which would bring 
about the amalgamation of Ptolemaic interests with Caesar's 
personal interests. In addition it illustrates Cleopatra's 
effort to revitalize the Ptolemaic strain--her attempt to 
secure the future of the monarchy by appealing to Caesar's 
dynastic ambitions, thus harnessing the potentially destruc-
tive force and joining Rome to Ptolemaic kingship. It con-
stituted a curious counteraction to the approaching Roman 
.annexation of Egypt. 
The birth of Caesarion would have significantly 
affected Caesar's response to Cleopatra's influence. If 
during the Nile journey Caesar was attracted to the poten-
tiality of his assuming Hellenistic kingship in Egypt, 
this attraction would only have been intensified by the 
fact that Cleopatra, at the time of his departure, was 
94Tacitus Historiae 4. 55. Gelzer makes a·point of 
this against Balsdon, "The Ides of March," p. 87. See 
Gelzer, Caesar, p. 257, n. 1. 
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.. 
about- to give birth to his child. This would truly give 
his attraction to Hellenistic kingship a dynastic purpose. 
The importance of the dynastic oonsid~ration cannot be 
overstated. For Caesar, Caesarion•s birth created the 
very re~l possibility of his establishment of his own dynas-
ty through the blood of Alexander's successor ·rulers·.· It 
is now neQessary to examine Caesar's actions in Rome from 
46-44 B.c·. f'or the evidence of his active response to his 
potential kingship in Egypt and the East and for indications 
of Cleopatra's influence in these activities. 
Before-beginning the investigation of Caesar•s actions 
from 46-:44 B.C. which display his response to his potential 
kingship, a few preparatory comments in the way of· background 
material ·are in order. _When Caesar departed from Egypt in 
June, 47 B.c., he left troops· in Alexandria to guard his 
interests and to protect Cleopatra, who,. in.accordance with 
Auletes' ·will, now shared her position--though not her, 
power-.;;with her eleven-year-old brother,_ Ptolemy XIV·.9.5 
Caesar landed briefly in Italy in ~eptember, 47 B.c., and 
after a campaign in Africa in which he crushed the Pompeians, 
• 9 5De Bello- Alexandrin~ JJ. For the age of Ptolemy XIV 
see A. Bouchd-Leclercq, Histo1re des LMides, 4 vols, 
(Parisi Ernest Leroux, 1903-1907), 2,2 J. . · 
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he returned to Rome by 25 July 46 B.c.96 Cleopatra, along 
I 
I 
with Caesarion, Ptolemy XIV, and a considerable entourage, 
joined Caesar in Rome in late October of that year.97 It 
is not known whether she joined him through some prior 
agreement that she would do so, whether Caesar summoned 
her to Rome, or whether she appeared on her own initiative. 
The renewal of a treaty which her father had formed with 
Rome could have been a motive for her visit to the city. 
M. Grant proposes that the greater purpose for her visit 
11 was to continue her close personal relations with Caesar, 
since it was on him, treaty or no .treaty, that her whole 
position depended. 11 98 In her visit can be seen the workings 
of Cleopatra's ambition, her move to present Caesar's son 
to him and to reinforce the impression he gained in 
Alexandria. 
The duration of Cleopatra's stay in.Rome 1s not ciearly 
defined in the classical sources~ The information in Dio 
96-ptor his landing in Italy in September, 47 B.c., see 
Schmidt, Briefwechsel des Cicero, p. 226. For his return 
in July, 46 B.c., see ibid., p. 234. 
97The arrival date is calculated according to the fifty-
three to seventy-three days Casson states it would have taken 
for a voyage from Alexandria to Rome. ( see -above, ·-n. 24) • 
It is known from .filill VI, 1212, that Cleopatra had set sail 
for Rome by 9 Payni (la.s.t of August). Caesar left Rome for 
Sanguntum in November, 46 B.c. as Schmidt shows in Brief-
wechsel des Cicero, p. 262, and she must have arrived prior 
to this time. The evidence therefore points to ~he October 
arrival date. 
98Grant, Cleopatra, p. 86. 
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and~ VI_, 1212--which E. van•t Pack has convincingly 
attributed to Cleopatra's reign99--give evidence of the 
46 B.c. arrival date. 10° Cicero's letter of 16 April 44 
B.C. indicates that the queen had recently fled the oity.101 
Altogether the evidence suggests a prolonged visit to Rome 
which would have caused Cleopatra to injudiciously abandon 
Alexandria for a lengthy time period and to be in the city 
during Caesar's absence from November, 46 B.c. to _October, 
45 B.C. Again Heinen suggests an attractive hypothesis· 
for this situation. He proposes that there were two voyages. 
E. vanit Dack states Heinen's case, "The first visit would 
be the one best represented in our sources; of the second · 
voyage, the recollection of her return only would have been 
preserved (text of Cicero).n102 However long Cleopatra may 
99Edmond van't Dack, "La date de Cf Ord. Ptol, 80-83= 
1?QQ VI 1212 et le sejour de Cleopatre VI a Rome," Ancient 
Sooiet11 (1970)1SJ-67. ' 
100nio Cassius 43. 27. 3. 
101cicero Ad Attioum XIV, 81 "reginae fuga mihi non 
molesta est."· Suetonius' statement in Caesar 52, that 
Caesar sent her from the city, must be wrong. 
102E. van•t Dack, "La date de ·c. Ord. Ptol. 80~83= 
BGU VI 1212 et le s~jour de Cleopatra VII Rome," p. 65, 
11La premiere vis1te serait le mieux representee da.ns nos 
sources; du second voyage, elles n•auraient garde que le 
souvenir du retour (texte de Cioeron}.tt The English trans-
lation is the author's. Ferrero also arrives at this con-
clusion in The Greatness and Decline of Rome, vol. 2s 
Julius Caesar, trans. Alfred E. Zimmern (New Yorks G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1909), p. 338, 
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have lingered •in Rome, what is important is that she ma.cie · 
an appearance there to boost the effects of Caesar's 
Egyptian sojourn. Cleopatra's visit to Rome would have 
renewed her purpose;but the die had been cast in Alexan-
dria. 
i"1hile Cleopatra was·in Rome, Caesar lodged her and 
her attendants in his .. own estate across the Tibe~ River.103 
Her presence in the estate,· _her activities, and _her attitude 
offended at least one republican. In a letter of June, 
44 B. C. ,. Cicero wr1 tes, 11 I detest the queen·. • · • The 
arrogance of ~hat qu~e~, when she was on the grounds across 
the Tiber,· I am not_ able to recall ·w1thout great resent-
ment.n104 
Soon after Cleopatra's arrival in the city, Caesar 
paid a high ~ribute to her. In the new Temple of Venµs 
Genetrix, the divine ancestress of the Julii, Caesar placed 
a gilt bronze statue of Cleopatra beside the statue of 
' . , . . 
Venus.io5· It was the custom in Ptoiemaic Egypt to make 
the ruler a Divine -Temple Companion (ee:os o6vva.os), but 
. ·. 103cioero Ad Attioum, "!N,. 15; · Dio ~~ssiu~ 43. 27. 3. 
104c1cer~ Ad Atticum xv, 151 stRegina.m od1 •••• 
superbiam autem ipsius reginae; eum.esset trans Tiberim in 
hortis, oommemorare si~e magno dolore_ no posswn. 11 
105App1~n Bella· Civ111a 2. 102 I 1'KAe:oira-rpa.S -re: dK6va 
Kll.AT)V -en ee:w ,ra.pe:O'Tt;O'OI.TO' tf Ka.l vuv O'UVEO'TnKe:V ll.~TD. II ·. . 
' ' t . . 
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the move was unprecedented in Rome.106 A ·statue of the· 
elder Cato had earlier been placed in the temple of Salus·,· 
but it was erec.ted as a memorial ·to his works and· not as 
a 0EoS crwvaos .107 In 45 B.c., · Caesar would extend the 
same honor to himself that he had given to Cleopatra when 
his statue was erected in the temple of Quirinus,108 an. 
action which caused Cicero to remark, 0 I prefer he·share 
the te.mple of Quir1nus than Salus. i,109 It· 1s significant 
that Cleopatra was the first person to be granted the 
honor in.Rome. 110 
Caesar•s.placement of Cleopatra~s statue in the temple 
of Venus Genetrix is imJ)Ortant on two counts. First; the· 
statue could have been a pointed·reference to Cleopatra's 
. . . 
106see A. D. ~ock, "!:TN~Aot 0EO!: , 11 Harvard Studies in 
Classical Philology 41 (1930}11-62. Also Grant, Cleopatra, 
.. p. 88. · · · . 
lO?see Stefan Weinstock, Divus Julius (Oxford: ·at the 
Clarendon Press, 1971),- pp. 171, 187. He states that Cato's. 
statue stood in the temple 11 only-as-a memorial.of his 
achievements. • w~thout·any rei1gious functions, and it 
cannot therefore be considered a precedent· for the Caesarian 
honor" ( P• 171). . _ . . · 
108nio·Cassius·43. 45. 3~ 
109c1cero Ad Attioum XII, ·45a 11 eum ouvva.o'?· Quirin! ma.lo 
quam. Salu tis • ~, 
110see Grant·, Cleopatra, p. 88. 
. own divinity as Isis~Aphrodite.111 Second--and most 
engaging--is the family-dynasty significance of the move· • 
. The erection of the statue in the temple of the goddess 
from whom the Julii claimed. descent could very well have. 
marked the union of the Julian family with the royal house 
of Ptolemy--Caesar•s inaugural affirmation of his new 
dynastic purpose. 
The setting up of Caesar's statue in the temple of· 
Quirinus was one of many honors granted him by the Senate 
from 46-44 B.C.--honors probably thus bestowed through 
Caesar's own instigation. He had been able in 45 B.C. to 
create a majority in the Senate of his own followers by 
adding to its numbers people of "obscure and provincial 
origin. 11 112 In this manner he accumulated honor~ and: ti~les 
· to t:tn_incredible degree, among which were those that.had 
previously been doled out to heroes of the Republic in 
Rome and those that had been gen~rously given t9 Roman 
111Th1s is the meaning Grant assigns-to the action. 
See ibi_d. 
112n10 Cassius 43, 47. J. See also Cicero De 
Divinatione 2. 23; Cicer0Philippicae_1 11.12; Suetonius 
Caesar 76. J. .Nook's contention in 11 ·ETNNAOE 0EOE ,u p. 2, 
n. 2, that Caesar "in view of his fatigue" was settled 
into a condition of "laissez-faire, 11 and that 'perhaps · 
Antony was involved with pushing the pace, is contradicted 
by Caesar•.s own activities which included campaigns. against 
the_Pompeians and the plans·f'or an_extensive campaign against 
the Parthians. Hewould·not have·needed Antony to set the 
pace. 
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officials in the provinces.113 That the second group of 
honors--those previously confined to the ·provinoes--were 
brought into the city of Rome could indicate Caesar's 
attraction to Eastern customs. But there was a:nother group 
of honors--a select few which were unexampled in Roman 
history. It is here that one can perhaps see especially 
the workings of. Cleopatra's influence and the new direction 
of Caesar's interests. 
113of the honors having--as Weinstock terms it--regal 
or divine attributes, most were rendered less suspicious by 
their precedents from the Republic. Thus, the carrying of 
Caesar's ivory statue in triumphal dress in the procession 
of the gods at the Circus after the precedent of Scipio 
Africanus, the wearing of the golden crown at the Circus 
and later at state occasions in the manner of early Repub-
lican triumphal traditions, and his assumption of the title 
Jupiter Julius again modeled after Scipio Africanus--these 
honors cannot be interpreted as indicating a unique direc-
tion in Caesar's activities. Even in following the course 
of Alexander's apotheosis,- Caesar was for the most part 
proceeding on a path for which there were Roman precedents, 
so that. while the result could create his official cult 
in the East, he was, as Michel states, assimilating his 
position to Roman traditions. See Michel, Alexander als 
Vorbild, p. 1,34. For such -honors and precedents as referred 
to above, see Weinstock, Divus Juli.us, pp. 270-286, of., 
Taylor, ·The Divinity of the. Roman Emperor, pp. 64-77, H. H. 
Scullard, Scipio Afrioanusc Soldier and Politician, Aspects 
of Greek and Roman Life (Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 
1970), pp. 18-23. For the provinoiai honors which Caesar· 
brought to Rome, e.g., the setting up of the temple of 
Clementia Caesaris following the precedent of Flamininus, 
Aquillius, and Scaevola in the Eastern provinces, see Taylor, 
The Divinity of the Rom.an Emperor, pp. 37-38; L. Certaux 
and J. Tondr1au, fe oulte des souverains dans la civilisation 
rreco-romaine, BibliothSque de Th~ologie, series 3, vol. 5 
Touma.is Descl,e & Cie, 1957), pp. 278-82 •. 
Late in 45 or early in 44 B.c., 114 Caesar was given 
a golden throne probably shaped like the sella curulis11 5 
for use in the Senate House and on the platform of the 
magistrates.~16 ·soon after the granting of this unprece-
dented honor, the privilege must have been extended to 
other official functions, for he.appeared at the Lupercalia 
seated upon it on the rostra. 117 s. Weinstock observes 
that while golden thrones "were used by kings everywhere 
in the East as well as in Greece, also by Hellenistic, 
Etruscan, and probably Boman kings,n when the Romans honored 
foreign kings "they presented them with the insignia of 
kingship together with the sella curulis, but not with ·the 
golden throne, which may have been repugnant to them. i,l18 
However, Weinstock lists two references which cite·the 
reverse case--foreigners honoring Boman generals with a 
golden throne. 119 First, when Pompey defeated the Iberians, 
114see Weinstock, Divus Julius, p. 200. He believes 
45 B.C. is the more probable date, 
115Ibid.~ p. 273. Because of a lack of clear evidence 
I am not at all convinced that the chair pictured on the 
coins-is the golden throne spoken of .in the _sou.roes. 
116suetonius Caesar 76, (; Appian Bell.a Civilia 2. 106, 
117Dio Cassius 44. 4, 2; Cicero Ph111pp1e~e 2. 85, 
Cicero De Divinatione 1. 119; Plutarch Caesar 61. 4. 
118Weinstoek, Divus Julius, P.• 273, 
119Ib1d. Weinstock states, "Foreigners ••• always 
honoured Boman generals with a golden throne." His evidence, 
however, does not defend his use of the term 0 always, 11 
the king of Iberia offered him a gilded chair as a present 
which, according to Plutarch, Pompey delivered 'into the 
custody of the public treasurers at Rome.120 Second, in 
JO B.c., when Octavian was marching toward Alexandria, 
. . . 
Cleopatra sent to him a golde~ sceptor, a golden crown, 
and the royal throne, "signifying that through them she 
offered him the kingdom aswe11.n121' Thus the surrendered 
throne had the meaning of sub~ission to a ho.stile force. 
But a third example, taken.again fr9m the reign of Cleo-
patra, indicates another meaning. Dio records that Antony, 
while he was in Alexandria, would appear in public upon a 
golden.throne.122 It would seem :f'rom this that Cleopatra 
used this symbol of submission as a special indicator of 
the one in whom she had. placed t_he co-sovereignty of her 
kingdom and the future of-the monarchy. One-can question 
whether the true intention behind her sending of the throne 
to Octavian in 30 B.c. w~s a propos1tton of this sort--an 
invitation to unit~ With the Ptolemaic ~onarehy. Caesar's 
use of . the golden throne in· Rome .could certainly have meant 
to express-this meaning. 
120p1uta.rch Pompe1us 36, 10 .• 
121010 Cassius 51. 6. 5. See chap. 3, n, 1. 
122Ibid., 50. 5. 3, 
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Caesar's attire at the Lupercalia on 15 February 
44 B.C. strengthens this impression. He appeared at th~ 
festivities wearing-a golden wreath, garbed in the royal 
. . 
purple, and seated upon the golden throne.123- The _spec~ai 
. . . 
appearance was staged on the eve of Caesar's Parthian 
expedition and was heavily laden with symbolism relating 
to this future event. The characteristic attire of the 
Persian kings was the purple cloak· and the tiara and the 
. . 
white-cloth. diadem.124_ Alexander took up the wearing .of 
the diadem.and the Persian dress.as the he1r of Dar1us,125 
Caesar's de~ree, whic~- surely _preceded the Lupercalia, 
allowing him to appear at public fest1vitie~ garbed in 
the purple costume, shows the importance which the ancients 
placed in Alexander's action. With Caesar about to set 
out against the·Parthians 11 in·Alexander1 s. footsteps," it 
was, as_~ •. Lane Pox notes, tta fit precaution" that he be 
attired in the Persian _costume "before.he even entered 
Asia. 11126 Caesar·•s wearing of. the royal purple in imitation 
12Jcicero describes its 11 Sedebat in rostris conlega 
tuus amictus toga purpurea in sella aurea coronatus,tt 
Cicero Ph111pp1cae 2, 85. See also .above, no. 117,_ 
124see Weinstock, Divus ·Julius·, ·p. JjJ. 
. 125Ibid., pp. JJJ-34; FQX~ Alexander the Great, PP• 
276-77,·· and ... his· notes on PP• 531-:32. 
126iiiox, Alexander the ~reat, PP• 277-78 • .. .,_. '. 
. . .... ~- ··-· -- - ,~ ·_ :.,.. . ..;_ ... ':'.-. 
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of Alexander was in anticipation of his own victory against 
the Parthians. It proclaimed him to be the successor of 
Alexander in the East, while the throne could have expressed 
his.accomplished dominion in Egypt through his association· 
with Cleopatra--the remaining ruler of the Macedonian 
monarchies. 
The diadem was missing in Caesar's masquerade for a 
very important reason: .it symbolized kingship which tra-
dition made unfavorable to the Romans. Caesar could parade 
about in Alexander's cloak, for by this he styled himself 
an invincible general, but he could·not·in Rome complete 
the guise of Alexander by placing the diadem on his head 
and have it not mean kingship. It could be taken to mean 
he sought kingship in Rome over the Romans. A case in 
point is Caesar's rival Pompey, whose wearing of Alexander's 
alleged purple clo.ak in his triumph of 61 B.c. did not 
cause great concern, but the accusation that he donned the 
diadem was accompanied with the accusation that he wanted 
to· become a king.127 Knowing the ominous nature of the 
127For the purple cloak see Appian The Mithridatic Wars 
117. For the diadem see Valerius Maximus 6. 2. 7. Weinstock 
in Divus Julius, pp. 270-72, notes the early Republic trium-
phal precedent for the purple dress and golden crown, but 
later associates Caesar's wearing of the purple at Lupercalia 
with the Persian attire. The occasion suggests that the 
latter was the precedent which Caesar was imitating. Further-
more, the Roman wearing of the purple can be traced to Persian 
models. See Fox; Alexander the Great, p. 277. 
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diadem and wishing to dispel any accusations that his 
monarchic ambitions extended into the Italian peninsula, 
Caesar pointedly staged a production around the symbol, 
The scene that Caesar and the consul Antony acted· 
out before the publi9 at the Lupercalia was a fine little 
drama, Antony, approaching the rostra, addressed Caesar 
as king and placed the diadem on his head 11 amid the lamen-
tations of the people, 11 _ · Caesar re jeoted it and the assem-
bled crowd applauded, Then Antony kneeled at his feet, 
begged Caesar to take it, and again placed the diadem on 
his head, Once more the people lamented but applauded 
when Caesar refused the offer a second time. Caesar then 
had this entered in_ the public recordss "To Caius Caesar, 
perpetual.dictator Marcus Antonius the consul, by command 
of the people offe::i;-ed the kingships Caesar was unwill1ng,n128_ 
Weinstock suggests that the scene marked the culmination 
of a long progression of honors which were deliberately 
aimed at Caesar's kingship in Rome,129 It is more likely 
that the drama at the Lupercalia had the purpose which 
Mommsen and Gelzer ascribe to its the official rejection 
of the diadem by which Caesar hoped to put an end to· 
128c1cero Philippicae 2, 871 "At etiam adscribi iussit 
in fast1s id Lupercalia C, Caesari dictatori perpetuo M. 
Antonium consulem populi iussu regnum detulisse; Caesarem 
ut1 noluisse," 
129Weinstook, .Divus Julius, pp, 338-40, 
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speculation that he would become king in Rome.130 At 
lea.st the manner in which Caesar had his refusal recorded 
in the Fa.sti indicates such an effort. He had on a pre-: 
vious occasion attempted to quell the rumors when, after 
being addressed as king by an enthusiastic onlooker, he 
asserted to the assembled crowd in a show of su;perbia 
that he was not king but Caesar.1.31 His.name alone dis-
tinguished him above all others, a concept re-emphasized 
at the Lupercalia by the gold in his triumphators wreath. 
Kingship in the Ea.st was an entirely different matter • 
. One should remember that while Caesar was pointedly refus-
ing Roman kingship at the Lupercalia., he was seated upon 
the golden throne, symbol of his monarchy. Also he was 
preparing for his campaign in the East against the Parthi-
ans--a campaign which J. Collins finds unnecessary. and 
planned for '*despite the urgent demands of domestic re-
organization •••• It is difficult to avoid feeling that 
Caesar was thinking about out-Alexandering Alexander. 0 132 
lJOTheodor Mommsen, The History of Rome, trans. William 
P. Dickson, 4 vols., new ed. (Londons Richard Bentley & Son, 
1875),·4/2s473-74; Gelzer, Caesar, p. 321. Weinstock accepts 
this as a second alternative. Weinstock, Divus Julius, 
pp • .3.39-40. 
1.31Plutarch Caesar 60. 2. 
1.32John H. Collins, "Caesar and the Corruption of 
Power," Historia 4 (1955)1458. 
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That Caesar had his kingship in the East -in mind is given 
further support through the consideration of material from 
Suetonius• biography of Caesar. 
There are two references from Suetonius which are of 
value here. In the first he cites the intention of Helvius 
Cinna to propose a new law according to Caesar's instruc-
tions which would legitimize Caesar's marriage to "what 
wives he wished, and as many as he wished, 'for the purpose 
of begetting children.• 11133 E. Meyer goes to some lengths 
to prove that the- allegation was the result of Caesar's 
reat intention to legitimize Caesarion.134 The problem 
with.this position is that there is no indication Cinna 
also planned to submit another law making Caesar's marriage 
to a foreigner legal. If this is understood in Cinna•s 
original proposal w1 th the words, 11 what wives he wished," 
then the allegation can be informative particularly when it 
is considered together with a rumor concerning a move to 
Alexandria. 
The move constitutes the second reference •. Suetonius 
describes a persistent rumor that Caesar would move the 
133sueton1us Caesar 52• "• •• ut1 'uxores liberorum 
quaerendorum causa quas et_ quot vellet duoere lioeret." 
134Meyer, Caesars Monarchie, p~ 525. 
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capital to Alexandria or Troy, "carrying off all the 
national resources, ••• and letting his friends govern 
what was left of the city. 0 13.5 Perhaps_ the seoond·part of 
the rumor--the stripping.and abandoning of Rome--was the 
result of a growing anxiety cause~ by the original idea--
the moving of the capital. The situation would thus befit 
Virgil's description of fleeting Rumors "In her freedom of 
movement lies her power, and she gathers new strength from 
her going. ttl36_. Meyer,. however, believes the report is 
plausible, 137 and perhaps Collins should apply his state-
ment about the marriage alle.gation to this case 1 "such a. 
story could nev~r have been created had not Caesar's con-
duct rendered it possible. 11 138 
The rumor concerning the moving of the capital to 
Alexandria. together with the allegation that Caesar wished 
the right to indulge in polygamy testifies to the Roman 
fear of Cleopatra's influence. It allows this interpre-
tation• Is it not conceivable that the rumor arose from the 
anticipation of Caesar• s assuming the .. diadem in- the Ea.st 
135suetonius Caesar 79. 
the Penguin Classics series. 
136v1rgil Aeneid 4. 175. 
Penguin Classics series. 
3. The translation is from 
Also Nicolaus of Damascus 20. 
The translation is from the 
137Meyer, Caesars Mo~archie, p. 521. 
138collins, "Caesar and the-Corruption of Power," 
p. 463. . 
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with Alexandria as·his regal headquarters--a conclusion 
which Caesar's liaison with Cleopatra, the marriage alle-
. . 
gati~n, his upcoming Parthiari campaign, and his Alexander 
attire could easily have fostered?· In this, one is reminded 
of Caesar's .prototype, Alexander the Great, who moved his 
central position from Greece t·o his regal.capital •139 It 
is this very i~tention of assuming a provincial kingship 
that Appian and Plutarch.credit to Caesar. 
Appian, along with Dio and Suetonius, reports the 
appearance ot a Sibylline oracle on the eve of Caesar•s 
Parthian campaign which claimed that Parthia could only 
be conquered by a king. He adds that the title was to be 
~ffered to Caesar.140 He places the limitation of a 
provincial kingship on the.territory over which Caesar was 
to become kings 
Some people ventured to say that Caes·ar ought 
to be called dictator and emperor of the 
Romans, as he was in fact, or whatever other 
name they might prefer to that of king, but 
139see Meyer, Caesars Monarohie, p. 520 •. 
140Appian Bella Civilia 2. 110. Also Dio Cassius 
44. 15~ Jr Suetonius Caesar 79. 3. Cicero, in an essay 
written after Caesar's death, predictably rejects the 
story as false. The care with which he refutes the 
story of the oracle indicates a widespread belief in 
its claim, Cicero De D1v1natione 2. 110. 
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that he ought to be distinctly named king 
of the n~tions that were subject to the 
Romans.1Q.1 
Plutarch likewise indicates Caesar's impending kingship in 
the territory beyond Italy. He states that it was the 
principal business which brought Caesar to the Senate on 
the Ides of March.142. 
It seems best to assume that Plutarch and Appian mean 
the provinces of the East in their statements designating 
the provinces ttbeyond Italy" or "under the power of Romett 
as the area over which Caesar would assume his kingship. 
Combining the evidence from Plutarch and Appian with 
Suetonius• section.about moving the capital-from Rome, it 
is clear that the concern is on Caesar's desire to establish 
a monarchic center in the East (as Alexander had done). 
Appian himself continues his statements on the matter by 
contributing the primary motive for the conspirators• 
action on 15 March to their fear of Caesar becoming_a king 
with his victories in the East,143 Here the direction of 
the concern is toward the East and_Caesar•s activities 
there. The area of the Hellenistic kingdoms was.most suited 
141Appian Bella Civilia 2. 1101 "• 
fnrfiKoa., ~vn KpUS &ve: t 1rd v Ba,cnAe:a.. " 
142 . · 
Plutarch Caesar 64. 2. 
• • " ,. ocrct 'Pwµct tots 
_ 143Appian Bella Civilia 2.1101 "• •• &mµ<1>1,.1Syrus 
ye:voi-ro SctcrtAe:us." 
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to the exercise of absolute ~onarchy, while, with Caesar's 
monarchy centered in Alexandria (or·Troy), the Western 
provinces would .be better administered through Rome. One 
can agree with Meyer's interpretation that the East was 
the territory over which Caesar was to have established 
his monarchy.144 
The Sibylline Oracle and·the statements in Appian 
and Plutarch concerning the business of ·the Ides of March 
together indicate an attempt to gain official recognition 
of Caesar's monarchic authority in the East. c. M. Hall 
notes the reasonable nature of the alternative which would 
make Caesar king in the East while he remained dictator 
perpetuus in Romes It would have been tar simpler for 
Caesar to retain and augment his pseudo-divine attributes 
in the East ••• rat the same time, the rights and privi-
leges historically peculiar to Rome could have been served 
by independent city government. 0 145 This arrangement 
would not have been an unusual situation. One is again 
144Meyer, Cae~ars Monarchie, pp. 520-21, 
145c. M. Hall, Nicolaus .of Damascus' Life of A1:1~~tus1 
A Historical Commentary Embodying a Translation, p, , n. 
5, - However, Holmes comments, "I can conceive that Caesar 
may at one time have thought it politic to have the royal 
title in the East, and one may ask why, if he did not desire 
it, he did not make clear by an emphatic pronouncement in 
the Senate and the assembly that he would decline it. 11 But 
_then he goes on to ask, "Could he without. stultifying him-
self have accepted 1t on March 15 after he had ordered on 
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reminded of Caesar 1 sprototype, Alexander the Great, who, 
although self-proclaimed as Darius• successor in Asia in 
330 B.c., remained Hegemon of the League in Greece until 
324 B.c.146 .. 
To conclude, there is a·sufficient pattern in Caesar's 
aotivitie·s from 46-44 B.c. to propose that his intention 
in the East was to construct his monarchy there. He was 
. to accomplish this by offi~ial decree and by his conquest 
of the Parthians. Through the latter he would gain the 
succession to Alexander's throne. The Italian peninsula 
and probably the Western provinces were to remain under 
his power as dictator perpetuus. In forming his authority 
.thusly, he would establish two centers Cf power, with 
Rome retaining its position in the West and Alexandria. 
becoming his regal capital, In these actions, he was 
imitating the methods.of his model, Alexander the Great. 
Cleopatra's influence on Caesar's Eastern policy is revealed 
in Caesar's intent to direct his kingship through the 
February 15 a record to be made that he had refused it?• 
Holmes, The Roman Republic and the Founder of the Empire, 
3•337, n. 5. Holmes is ignoring the separate nature of the 
two kingships. Caesar declined the Roman kingship on 15 
February. The title that he would have accepted on 15 March 
was a kingship outside of Italy. Hence, his denial of one. 
and acceptance of the other would not have been contradic-
tory at all. 
146see Wilcken•s comments on this issue in Alexander 
the Great, pp. 149-51, 209-210. 
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Ptolemaic monarchy. She provided a link to Alexander 
through which Caesar could legitimize his Roman succession 
to Alexander's throne if .he associated with the Ptolemaic 
monarchy. She offered a dynastic purpose to Caesar•s 
kingship. Specifically, her influence is revealed in 
Caesar's use of the golden throne, symbolizing his merger 
with her monarchy, and in Caesar's attraction to Alexandria 
as his monarchic capital. His placement of her statue in 
the temple of his divine ancestress was a dramatic gesture 
which proclaimed the merger of her dynasty with his family 
and his design to direct his kingship through her monarchy. 
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CHAPTER II. CLEOPATRA AND ANTONY 
Mark Antony's Eastern policy was a continuation of 
Caesar's inasmuch as it demonstrates his desire to achieve 
Hellenistic kingship in this area of his tr1umv1ral con-
trol. Antony, like Caesar, held Alexander the Great as 
his model, and this, along with his close association with 
Caesar from 46-44 B.c., to a large degree explains his 
attraction to kingship in the East. Again, Cleopatra 
gained considerably through Antony's Alexander model, for 
it was largely due to this imitation that she was able to 
affect his Eastern policy. The nature and extent of this 
influence will be disclosed in the chapter. 
To e_stablish the foundation of Antony• s and Cleopatra's 
political relationship the events of 44-41 B.C. must be 
explored. Caesar's will named his grandnephew Oct~vian as 
the heir to his accumulated imperium,1 Caesarion, far too 
young to be safely bequeathed responsibility, was not 
mentioned in the provisions, so Cleopatra returned to 
Alexandria with her son. 2 The appointment did not go 
lcaesar had made the will that preceding September 
while he was at his estate near Lavicum., Suetonius Caesar 
83, lists its other provisions. 
2she was out of the city by 16 April 44 B.C, according 
to a statement in Cicero Ad Attioum XIV, 8. See chap. 1, 
n. 101. 
unchallenged. Antony, who within the last two years had 
acquired a great deal of authority under Caesar, felt 
himself be:tte_r suited for the task of taking over the 
administration,3 while certain other individuals impracti-
cably championed a return to the old forms of the Republic. 
The result was a curious juggling back and forth of the 
dead Caesar's reputation as each faction tried to capi-
talize on particular aspects of his actions within his 
last·years.4 An outgrowth of propaganda.provoked inci-
dents on allsides,5 It was not until November, 43 B.c., 
that Octavian and Antony determined it to their advantage 
3Gelzer observes that Antony actually had been.pre-
ferred before Octavian by Caesar at least for a while in 
45 B,C. · After his victory at Munda, Caesar received Antony 
·at Narbo, and, on his return journey to·Rome, kept Antony 
"permanently in his immediate entourage and made him sit 
with him in his carriage as the only other passenger, while 
his grandnephew Gaius Octavius, who had be.en present at 
headquarters since May, trav~lled in the second carriage 
with Decimus Brutus Albinus. 11 Gelzer, Caesar, p. 299, 
. 4Por this reaction see Weinstock, Divus J~lius, pp. 
364-70; 385-86. L. R. Taylor, in The Divinity of the Roman 
Emperor, p. 82, states that Antony, immediately after the 
funeral, was firmly set against Caesar's deification because 
of the advantage this would give Octavian as the son of a 
god. Octavian, however, at once set out to have "his adoP-
tive father's divinity put into force 11 (p. 86). Weinstock 
sees the same response. Antony probably presented Caesarion•s 
legitimacy to the Senate during this period, although 
Charlesworth does not believe so (see·chap. 1, n. 78). 
5The conflict at Mutina is detailed in CAH, 10113~19 
(Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony andCleopatra, pp. 
18-25). 
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to draw up a truce and ally against Caesar's assassins. 
Bringing Caesar's former magister equitum, Lepidus, into 
the agreement, the three formed e. triumvirate and divided 
the Roman terr:i. tories into areas of power for themselves·. 6 
In 42 B.c., the last of the conspirators fell at Philippi. 
Octavian, who was 111 at the time, spent most of the cam-
paign in his tent or on a litter, and Antony received the 
prestige of the victory.? 
When Antony and Octavian8 entered into the business of 
redividing the Roman territories. runong themselves after 
6rn the division of the territories, Antony took 
Cisalpine and Transalpine Gaul as his provinces, Lepidus 
Old Gaul and Spain, Octavian Africa, Sicily, end Sardinia. 
Charlesworth states, "The.division demonstrated Antony's 
predominance, for his possession of Cisalpine Gaul gave him 
the mastery of Italy and he left ·to his partners those lands 
which were most vulnerable by naval operations and in which 
Sextus Pompeius ••• might cause trouble." C.AH, 10a20 
(Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony and<neopatra, p • 
. 26). Lepidus was to rule Italy while Octavian and Antony 
were in the East campaigning against Caesar• s assas.sins. 
Lepidus• forces created an impressive position for him from 
44-43 B.C., and thus he was brought into the alliance as 
the third party. See .QA!!, 10:16 (Tarn and Charlesworth, 
Octavian, Antony and Cleopatra, pp. 20-21). · 
7According to Appian, the victory at Philippi was 11 a 
success, the like of which was never before known." Appian 
Bella Civilia 4. 137. Appian later adds that Antony gained 
the reputation of an invincible general at Philippi, and 
that this reputation still inspired tf:3rror two years later 
at Brundisium~ Appian Bella Civilia 5 •. 58. · 
8Lepidus.was left out of ·the new division because he 
"had been accused of betraying the affairs of the triumvirate 
to {Sextus} Pompeius and it was decided that if Octavian 
should find that this accusation was false other provinces 
should be given to Lepidus. tt Appian Bella Civ111a 5. 3 •. 
Philippi, the advantage-which Antony had scored on that 
battlefield allowed him to claim the better part of the 
deal.9 While Octavian received Sardinia, Spain, and Africa, 
Anto.ny took Old Gaul and Ge,llia Comata, and the potentially 
prestigious and lucrative task of bringing order to the 
East.10 With the accomplishment of the latter in mind, he 
departed Philippi for Asia Minor, and he had not been in 
the area long when he summoned Cleopatra to come before 
him at Tarsus. 
Antony officially summoned Cleopatra to Tarsus to 
answer charges concerning her alleged aid to Oassius in 
the latest civil wars.11 However, his interest in ·the 
Ptolemaic treasury more likely explains his action. As 
9CAH, 10126 (Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony 
and Cleopatra, pp. JJ-34). While Charlesworth maintains the 
division of territories shows Antony's predominance, he feels 
that Antony, intaking the East, was unwise in leaving Rome 
to Octavian. However, there was_ no reason at this point 
for Antony to especially fear any consequences of Octavian's 
presence in Rome. Octavian faced serious problems and un-
rest there, and he had not as of yet displayed the politi-
cal shrewdness that he would later reveal. Antony·was act-
ing in no different a manner than Caesar had with Pompey. 
lOAppian Belia Civilia 5. J; 4 •.. 2; :Oio Cassius 48. 1. 
J; 48. 22. 2. T. Rice Holmes, The Architect of the Roman 
Empire, 2 vols. (Oxford·: at the Clarendon Press, 1928), 
11218-19,- discusses the differences between the two accounts. 
See also ,£A!!, 10126 (Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, 
Anto:gy and Cleopatra, pp. 33-34). 
11Plutaroh Antony 25. 
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Plutarch points out, Antony was already planning a campaign 
against the Parthians,12 The statement is ~ertainly be-
lievable, for Philippi would have encouraged Antony's con-
ception of himself.as Caesar's military suocessor,13 A 
Parthian campaign-and any future activity in the East 
would benefit f~om the accessibility of the Ptolemaic 
treasury, -Antony, whose campaign in Egypt in 55 B,C, had 
brought him into contact with the wealth of the Ptoiemies,14 
would have been very aware of the advantage in effecting 
an alliance with Cleopatra, 
Cleopatra must have followed the Roman events carefully 
. . 
at Alexandria, anxiously awaiting the .outcome to discover 
. . . 
which individual or individuals she would be dealing with . . 
in the future. It is highly unlikely that she contributed 
aid to either side in this series of civil wars, Support 
at that point would not necessarily-have been profitable 
and a contribution to an unsuccessful faction could have 
been:damaging, Appian records that she later excused-her· 
inactivity to Antony at Tarsus-by saying that she had re-
fused a.sslstance to Cassius twice though he had demanded 
12p1utarch Antony 25, 
· .13see Alber~ Zwaenepoel, 11La poli tique orientale · 
d'Anto1ne!" Les etudes olassigues 18 (January, 1950)18, He emphas zes this point, 
14Plutarch Antop.y 3, For a discussion of the campaign 
see Grant, Cleopatra, pp, 16-19, 
it and that ill-health· and 1adverse-winds had prevented 
her from aiding his own efforts.15 Antony's triumph _at 
Philippi would have been a satisfactory conclusion to that 
episode for her. He had been in favor with Caesar in 44 
B.c., and Cleopatra would have had-contact with him while 
she had been in Rome.16 She knew him to be one who had 
shared Caesar's plans during the latter's final months, 
and therefore the summons for her to appear before him at 
Tarsus would have been a pleasing development. 
Cleopatra• s arri'~al at Tarsus, as Plutarch desor1 bes 
. . 
it,17 was~ spectacle of color and imagery. Her arrival 
and the lavish banquets which followed were meant to capture 
the attention of Caesar's successor and.to impress upon him 
the wealth of the Ptolemies,18 They did not miss their 
mark, A~tony, probably planning to initiate his Parthian 
15Appian Bella Civ111a 5, 8, 
16However, Caroopino pre.sumes a relatiqnship between 
Antony and Cleopatra for which there is no evidence. J. 
Caroopino, "Notes sur deux passages d 1Appien conoernant 
Antoine et Cl~op~tre," Revue historigue 229 (1963)1363-64. 
Heinen convincingly r~futes Caroopino. Heinen, "Casar und 
Kaisarion," pp. 200-202, · 
17see Plutarch Antony 26. 
18see Lucile Craven, Antony's Oriental Policy until the 
Defeat of the Parthian Expedition, The University of Missouri 
Studies, vol. 3, no, 2 (Columbia, University of Missouri, 
1920), p, 39, 
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campaign in the spring of 40 B.c., decided to winter in 
the company of the queen at Alexandria. 19 
According to Appian, Antony carried out a few political 
favors for Cleopatra before taking leave of Tarsus and 
making his way to Alexandria. Arsinoe, Cleopatra•s·sur-
viving sister who had fought against her in 48 B.C., was 
ordered to be assassinated at the temple _of Artemis 
Leucophryne at Miletus where she.had been a suppliant. In 
addition he demanded that the_Aradians give up another 
suppliant. This one was claiming to be Ptolemy XIII, 
Cleopatra's brother who had been defeated and presumably 
killed by Caesar's forces during the Nile battle in 47 B.c. 
19craven observes that Antony left Syria in a state of 
unrest when he departed from the area to winter in Alexan-
dria and questions the purpose of the action when he could 
have used the time for further administration of provincial 
affairs in Asia Minor and Syria. Craven. Antony's Oriental 
Policy until the Defeat of the Parthian Expedition, p. 37. 
In her own attempt to answer the question, Craven proposes 
that the explanation 1s in Antony's character. She states, 
ttAntony lacked the ability for careful and painstaking work. 
Big enterprises appealed to him, but the tedious labor in-
volved in the actual accomplishment of these undertakings 
was irksome" (p. 37). Therefore, while the first step in 
Antony's Eastern policy was the reorganization and security 
of Asia Minor -and Syria,- -he -hasj;ened--t;.o the -- second- step-·'be-
fore the completion of the first--financing the expedition 
against Parthia (p. 37). The argument is a sound one, but 
bears the addition of an accompanying motive. While the 
backing of the treasury for his Parthian campaign was a 
likely focus of Antony's attention in his decision to go 
to Alexandria, the thought of quartering himself in the 
midst o~ such royal wealth would have been an appealing 
one for him, and an incentive for making Alexandria his 
The king's body was never recovered, and this gave the 
pretender the opportunity-for the claim. Cleopatra's former 
governor of Cyprus and the high priest of Artemis at Ephesus, 
who had received Arsinoe as queen, were also ordered to be 
delivered up to her, but the latter was spared in response 
to the supplications of the Ephesians. 20 
These steps are most likely the indications of the 
negotiations that must have been taking place at Tarsus along 
with the feasting and other romantic activities. 21 Cleo-
patra probably sought the favors in return for the financial 
aid that Antony desired. The measures left her the only 
survivor of Auletes• children since Ptolemy XIV had con-
viently disappeared some time in 44 B.C.--perhaps during 
the long journey from Rome to Alexandria. 22 
Antony ifl: __ ,Alex_~ndr_ia,. 41-40 B_.,Q, 
After dispensing with matters which called for his 
attention in Syria, Antony joined Cleopatra in Alexandria. 
headquarters for his Eastern activities. Cf., -Grant, 
Cleopatra, p. 122. Grant attempts to minimize the importance 
of securing stability in Asia Minor and Syria, but he is 
not convincing. Ibid. 
20Appian Bella Civilia 5. 9. 
21see Grant, Cleopatra, p. 120. 
22For a discussion of.this problem see Bernard- P. 
Grenfell's and Arthurs. Hunt's comments and notes to 
POxy. 1629. 
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With ·Antony's arrival at Alexandria, it is necessary to 
turn to a consideration of his winter of 41-40 B.C. in 
the Ptolemaic capital to discover from the events the basis 
of Cleopatra's influence and the motivations for the alliance 
between Antony and Cleopatra. 
When Antony arrived at Alexandria, he entered the city 
as a private- citizen, ·His reason for taking up this status, 
Appian·suggests, was to make clear that he was a visitor 
Hin a foreign jurisdiction, in a city µnder royal sway~n23 
Antony's residence in the city 1s detailed_ in Piutaroh•s 
account of the period, drawn from the testimony of his own 
grandfather who in turn received his information from a 
friend studying medicine ~n Alexandria during Cleopatra's 
reign. 24 Plutarch describes the winter entertainments.the 
extravagant feasts, the drinking societies, and what he 
labels as other "sports and divers1ons,tt25 Cleopatra shared 
all Antony's pastimes, 
23Appian B~lla Civ.ilia· 5, 11. Appian also suggests 
that Antony's habit ~d mode of life of a private citizen 
could have been adopted by him becaus.e tihe regarded his 
wintering as a festal occasion." Ibid, 
24Plutarch himself furnished his own sources. See 
Plutarch Antony 28. 
l 
25Plutarch Antony 28. 
She played.at dice with him, drank with him, 
hunted with him, and watched him as he exer-
cised himself in arms; and when by night he 
would station himself at the doors or windows 
of the common folk and scoff at those within, 
she would go with him on his round of mad 
·follies, wearing the garb of a serving maiden. 
For Antony also would try to array himself like 
a servant.26 
Cleopatra thus promoted the pleasure of her company 
amidst the pleasing setting of the royal palace in order 
to accomplish the same purpose to which she had encouraged 
Caesar. With Antony she had been given a second chance to 
effect the survival of her monarchy in the manner that she 
had planned with Caesar •. She would once again through the 
lure of Hellenistic kingship attempt to u_nite a Roman con-
queror to the F°tolemaic monarchy--the grand scheme which 
would elevate her from her ineffective client queen status 
. ., 
and preserve her monarchy from elimination through Roman 
expansion,2? The task be~ore her required the promotiQn of 
her.heritage_ and also the application of her personal charms 
--the very material which lured Caesar into designing a 
political union. with the SUOOe!=!SOr state of Alexander •. 
Therefore, one finds Cleopatra reminding Antony of his 
.26P1utarch Antony 29. 
27Ferrero recognizes this.as Cleopatra's policy, 
Guglielmo Ferrero, The Greatness and Decline of Rome. vol. 
Ja The Fall of an Aristocracy, trans. Alfred E. Zimmern and 
H.- J. Chaytor (New Yorks G, P. Putnam's Sons, 1909), pp. 
240-44. 
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position and capabilities. Plutarch claims she ended a day 
of fishing and pranks with Antonr by declaring to him, 
11 Imperator, hand over thy fishing-rod to the fishermen of 
Pharos and Canopus; thy sport is the hunting of cities, 
realms, and continents.tt28 · In this manner she encouraged 
Antony's conception of himself as Caesar's successor in the 
East. 
Cleopatra's efforts would have benefited considerably 
from Antony's fascination with the customs of the Greek 
East which Plutarch reports he acquired at an early age. 
According to Plutarch, he studied military exercises and 
oratory in Greece-,.29 Antony favored the Greek form of 
dress, and thought he confirmed the-tradition, "both by. 
the shape of his body, ••• and by his· attire," that the·. 
Antonii were descendents of Heracles.30 Appian's account 
of the Alexandrian winter of 41-40 B.c. has Antony indul-
ging in these interests, wearing Greek garments and the 
white Attic shoe of the Athenian and Alexandrian priests, 
and attending lectures.of the learned at the Alexandrian 
temples and schools,31 
28p1utarch Antony 29. 
29p1utarch Antony 2. · 
30Plutarch Antony 4. 
31Appian Bella Civilia 5. 11. 
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Antony's interest.in the Greek East extend~d into.the 
practice of ruler deification, a.n aspect of Hellenistic·· 
kingship for which he felt himself particularly-sui-ted and 
worthy. Establishing links to divinity had always been a.n 
objective of Antony's. With his Heracles association, he 
·was playing with a semid,ivine status. After P~ilippi his 
divinity was expanded. Antony was greeted by the welcoming 
throng ~t Ephesus in 41 B.c. as Dionysus_ Giver of Joy and 
B~neficent,32 · and the meeting which-took_ place ·at .Tarsus.· 
between Antony and Cleopatra-was hailed by all.as a su~it . . . . 
between Dionysus and Aphrodite ~h~mselves~33 One can 
.imagine his encouragement of. ~he identity •. · Indeed,. in 39 
B.c. in Athens, Antony would proclaim himself the New 
Dionysus.JI~ His association wit~· the deity with_ which he 
32Plutarch Antony 24 s. II ll10WC10\) • • • xapl<So-rnv Kal 
µe:1A1x1ov." 
33p1utarch Antqp.y 26 • · " t<:al -r1s· Aoyos ~xwpe:1 010. ~av-rwv 
~s n )A$poo{tn_Kwµa~01 Tiapa. '[OV 61ovucr9v kTI>ayaew -rns 'Acr{as." . 
. ' . . 
34se~ w. w. Tarn, "Alexander Helios .and_ the a·olden _ 
Age, 11 JRS 22 (1932)1149-50. Tarn dates Antony's- associa;_ 
tion will Dionysus from coin evidence and the testimony of 
a contemporary writer, Socrates, in FGrH, II, p. 927. 
Another article, Antony E. Raubitschek, "-Octavia's Deifi-
cation at Athens,"~ 77 {1946)1146-50, examines supporting 
inscriptional evidence and argues _against those who doubt 
Seneca's account of Antony's Dionysus deification at Athens 
in his Suasoriae 1. 6-7 •. Raubi tschek also gives a. summary 
of source material on the matter. See p. 146, n.· 3, of 
his article. 
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. had already been identified in the East was particularly 
desirable because of the m1:1versality of the god and hence 
its value as a force of unification~35 Cleopatra held a 
great advantage in all this. Through Hellenistic kingship, 
Antony could become officially recognized as divine. The 
cult of the king was an official cult of the state,36 and. 
more, the Dionysus cult had become especially related to 
the Ptolemaic dynasty. 37 Therefore, Antony• s associati,on 
with the monarchy could create for him his own state cult 
of his Dionysus identity. 
35cerfaux and Tondriau, Le culte des souverains dans 
la civilisation greco-romaine, p. 297. They state, "Son 
but itait sans doute d~jh de conquerir l'Orient, voire le 
monde remain, et d 1 asseoir son pouvoir sur une sorte d 1uni-
versalisme religieux exaltant la divinit~ du soverain 
vivant: ••• - Dionysos semblait mieux convenir aux projets 
grandioses d 1 Antoine que le laborieux Heracles." A. D. Nock 
notes in "N.otes on Ruler-cult, I-IV, 11 JHS 48 (1928),33, the 
political significance of the association as does H. Jea.nmaire 
in "La politique religieuse d 1Anto1ne et de Cleopatre," 
Rev. Arch., 5th ser:, 19 (1924)1246-47. 
36see Wilcken, Alexander the Great, p. 274, for a 
summary of the ruler-cult and its development after Alexan-
der; Nock, "Notes on Ruler-cult, I-IV, 0 pp. 21-30, for 
Alexander and Dionysus and the ruler-cult; also Tarn and 
Griffith, Hellenistic Civilisation, pp. 49-55, for general 
comments on the subject. 
37see Cerfaux and Tondriau, Le culte des souverains 
dans la civilisation greco-romaine, p. 297; Jeanmaire, 11 La 
pol1tique religieuse d 1Antoine et de Cleopatre," pp. 247-48. 
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Antony's Alexander imitation gave C1eopatra her 
~reatest advantage. Antony expressed the imitation in a 
more direct manner than Caesar. H~ riot only· copied the 
methods of Alexander in attempting to acquire his absolute 
power and establish his divinity, but also, as Michel's. 
study reveals, he deliberately attempted to link himself 
to his model by imitating certain -features characteristic 
of. Alexander• s po_rtra_i ture on his own statuary and coin-
age. 38 ~rthermore, there is a distinct ·parallel between 
Antony's Heracles association and his association with 
·Alexander the Great. Michel sees 1 t as an Alexander-
Heracles assimilation, a combined identity which two other 
Alexander imitators, Pompey and Mithridates, had_previously 
assumed.39 Likewise, Antony's Dionysus association was in 
imitation of Alexander's Dionysus as~o~iation, so that it 
actually constituted an Alexa.nder-~ionysus assimilation.40 
J8Miohe1, Alexander als Vorbild, pp. 109-114. Michel 
refers especially _to a bronze statue at Cairo which displays, 
by its pose and features ~u~h.as the largeness of the eyes 
and the aegis of Alexander-Zeus, Antony's Alexander imita-
tion. See also Toynbee,. review o.f. Alexander als Vorbild. fur Pompeius,. Caesar und Marcus Antoniuss arohaolo5isohe 
Untersuchungen, p. S4. 
39M1chel, Alexander als Vorbiid, p •. 115. For the 
Alexander-Heracles association see Fox, Alexander the Great, 
pp. 443, 46J.- , 
40M1ohel, Alexander als Vorbild, pp. 126-32. Michel 
also cites an Alexander-Dionysus assimilation in the 
Dionysus assoo1at1on of Pompey and Mithri~ates •. Ibid., p, 
115. For the Alexander-Dionysus association see·Fox, Alex-
ander the Great, pp, 399, 400, 443. · 
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The degree to which Antony carried out this Dionysus 
identity causes J. M, c. Toynbee to call it his "most 
blatant form of Alexander..:.imitation, 1141 Cleopatra's efforts 
to accomplish an alliance with Antony which would involve 
his political union with the Ptole~aic dynasty clearly 
gained through her sovereign descent from Alexander the 
__ ,___ - ... -
Great •. Antony• s actions from 37-30 B.C., detailed later 
in the two remaining sections of the chapter which deal 
with his response to his potential kingship, .will give 
evidence to this influence. 
Perhaps Cleopatra held yet another advantage. It is 
possible that Antony was already struck by the appeal of 
her heritage when he summoned her to Tarsus. The fact that 
he had been close to Caesar in the latter's final year--the 
year which would have witnessed the greatest development 
of Caesar's monarchical designs--supports this possibility. 
Surely Antony, if anyone. Caesar's confidant, would have 
known of the plans which were to form an alliance for the 
sake of a dynasty between the last of Alexander's successor 
rulers and Caesar himself.42 After Philippi, Antony could 
41Toynbee, review of Alexander als Vorbild fur Pompeius, 
Caesar und Marcus Antonius, arch~ologische Untersuchungen, 
p. 84. 
42Ferrero in The Greatness and Decline of Rome, 31243, 
suspects Antony's knowledge of Caesar's plans of the last 
six months because he had been Caesar's most intimate 
confidant in Rome and because he had seized Caesar's papers 
after his death.· 
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think of himself as not only Caesar's military he.ir but 
~lso the inheritor of Caesar's political designs. Con-
ceivably, Antony, by directing his efforts to the East, 
was pursuing the course of Caesar's ambition. 
Antony's later actions allow the presentation of this 
interpretation, but it lacks the olear·evidenoe to elevate 
it above·conjecture •. One can; with equal success, fix the 
origin of his attraction to Hellenistic kingship at the: 
winter of 41-40 B.C. While the exact origin of his attrac-
tion may be unclear,. the evidence _of its existence and 
Cleopatra's influence in the matter are not. However, with 
Antony's hasty departure from Alexandria in February or 
40. 43 · March, B.c., the events are. delayed three and a half 
years. 
Anton;v-•s Re,turn to the.East and 
the . Par:thfan . C~pai.~n 
It is in 37 B.C., with his arrival at Antioch, and in 
his preparations for the Parthian campaign, that one can 
clearly see An~ony's response to·his potential as a dynast 
in Egypt and the East. The campaign itself was to be the 
decisive event in Antony's.attainment. of Hellenistic king-. . . . . 
ship. A few comments -regarding the years between Antony's 
43see w. Drumann, Geschichte Roms in se1nem Ubergangs 
der republikanischen zur monarchischen Verfassung oder 
Pom eius Caesar Cicero und ihre Zelt enossen,· 2nd ed. 
edited by P. Groebe~ vol. 1s Aemilii-Antonii Berlins 
Gebruder Borntraeger, 1899), p • . jo~. 
von 
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departure from Alexandria and his return to the East in 
37 B.c. are-called for first, however, to establish a 
background for_the consideration of the period after his 
return. Two issues particularly require attention. _First, 
the Brundisium Pact, which Antony formed with Octavian 
soon after his (Antony's) arrival in Italy·, is viewed by 
some historians as an indication that Cleopatra, up to this 
point, held no affect on Antony's policy. Therefore, a 
brief explanation of the circumstances which led to the· 
treaty is in order. Second, the events which prevented 
Antony's return to Cleopatra earlier than 37 B.C.-require 
attention. There·are those-who view the lapse of time 
as evidence that no alliance was formed between Antony and 
Cleopatra in 41 B.C. The·two issues will aid in determining 
the extent of Cleopatra's influence since it will be shown 
that special ties could have been formed between Antony and 
Cleopatra in 41 B.c. 
Parthian attacks in the provinces of Syria and Asia 
Minor called Antony away from Alexandria in 40 B.c.44 In 
44see Hans Buchheim, Die Orientpglitik des Triumvirn 
M. Antonius, Ihre Voraussetzungen, Entwioklung und Zusammen-
ha.np; mit den politisohen Ereignissen in Italien (Heidelberga 
Carl Winter, Universitiitsverlag, 1960), p •. 118, n. 188 
{~ereafter cited as Buchheim, Die Orientpglitik des M. 
Antonius). Buchheim questions the length of the period be-
tween Antony's actual hearing of the attack and his depar-
ture from Alexandria. 
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Asia Minor he learned that his wife Fulvia, enlisting the 
aid of his brother Lucius, had launched an unsuooessful 
_campaign against Octavian in Italy.4.5 Antony's plan for a 
major offensive against the Parthians which was to have 
taken place that spring was forfeited, and he made his 
way to Italy where he would become reconciled with Octavian. 
Modern historians, who try to construe the negotiations 
which the triumvirs held at Brundisium as an indication of 
Antony's loyalty to Octavian or a sign that he had remained 
unreceptive to Cleopatra's influence during the winter of 
41-40 B.c., conveniently ignore the difficulty in which 
Antony found himself upon his arrival in Italy.46 Antony's 
45Antony would have known of the difference between 
Octavian and his brother and wife which had broken out-in 
the fall, but the news of Lucius• defeat at Perusia probably 
would not have reached him until he arrived in Asia Minor. 
See Grant, Cleopatra, p. 123; CAH, 10s42 (Tarn and Charles-
worth, Octavian, liitony and Cleopatra, p. 53). It is un-
likely that a loyalty to Octavian inspired Antony's inac-
tivity while he was aware of the hostilities. Against 
Ronald Syme, The Roman Revolution (Oxford• Oxford University 
Press, 1960), p •. 215; also QA!!, 10 ;41 ( Tarn and Charlesworth, 
Octavian1 Antony and Cleopatra, p, 52). E. Groag asserts 
that it was the result of a political error. Edmund Groag, 
11 Be1trage zur Geschichte des zweiten Triumvirats, 11 Klio 14 
(1914),43-51, · -
. ' 
·46syme, The Roman Revolution, pp. 214-17. Also CAH, 
10:42 (Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony and Cleo-' 
patra, p. 53). J. Carter, however, feels reconciliation 
was a necessary decision for both sides. John M, Carter, 
The Battle of Aotiuma the Rise and TriumEh of Augustus 
Caesar, Turning Points in History, edited by Denis Brogan 
(New Yorks Weybright and Talley, 1970), p. 121 {hereafter 
cited.as Carter, The Battle of Actium). 
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decision to seek a reconciliation with Octavian was 
dictated by necessity. Fulvia's and Lucius• defeated in-
surrection had left him at a disadvantage. And when he 
arrived in Italy from the East and was besieging Brundisium, 
Antony found himself numerically inferior.47- News had 
48 reached him that his men in Italy had suffered a setback, 
Antony, however, enjoyed popular moral support. The confis-
cation of Italian lands which had accompanied Octavian's 
attempt to settle his troops and a recent famine in Rome 
had made Octavian an unpopular figure. 49 This moral support 
was great enough to bring Octavian to negotiations in October, 
40 B.c.50 
The Brundisium Pact made the Ionian Sea the boundary 
between the triumvirs• territories--a line running through 
47App1an Bella Civilia 5, 57, 58. 
48octavian1 s general Agrippa had captured Sipuntum, a 
town which Antony's forces had earlier taken. Even Sextus 
Pompey, who was besieging Thurii and Consentia in support of 
Antony, had been repulsed from the -first. Appian Bella 
Civilia 5, 58, 
49see Syme, The Roman Revolution, pp, 216-17, Some of 
his veteran troops had refused to fight against Antony, 
Appian Bella Civilia 5. 57, 
- .50syme, The Roman R~volution, pp. 216-17. · Syme, how-
ever, does not mention the difficulties which brought Antony 
to negotiate. 
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Scodra divided the provinces in halr.51 Octavian took all 
the provinces of Western Europe and Antony all the provinces 
of the East. Lepidus received Africa. If an agreement was 
not reached with Sextus Pompey--the younger son of Gnaeus 
Pompey, who, with his supporters, was raising havoc with 
his piratical ships and seems, at the time of the Brundisium 
Pact, to have been holding most of SiOily--Octavian was to 
make war against him. Antony could resume his preparations 
for a Parthian campaign.· In addition, "Both of them might 
freely enlist soldiers in Italy in equal numbers." The 
agreement was sea.led by the marriage of Octavian's recently 
widowed sister, Octavia, to Antony.52 The marriage con-
tract by this time had become a traditional feature of 
politicai alliances.53 
Events which followed forced Antony to remain away 
from Alexandria and the Parthian campaign. Contrary to R. 
Syme and J. Carter, the years which would yet pass before 
Antony would return to Cleopatra can only testify to the 
considerable amount of complications which the triumvirs 
51This line later was used to divide the Empire into 
its two halves. Volkmann, Cleopatra, p. 108. 
52Appian Bella Civilia 5. 64-65; Plutarch Antony J0-32. 
53See J. · P. V •. D. Balsdon, Roman Women (London a The 
Bodley Head, 1962), p, 47, for references to such political 
marriages. 
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faced during this period. These intervening years cannot 
be taken as testimony of Antony's lack of response to 
Cle9patra•s influence or as· reflecting anything at all as 
far as his Eastern policy is concerned. It was toward the 
end of 40 B.c. before matters were settled between Octavian 
and Antony. After reaching the Brundisium agreement, the 
two proceeded to Rome where unrest and fa:mine caused by 
Sextus· Pompey's blockade called for the attention of both 
triumvirs.54 It was not until the spring of 39 B.c. that 
negotiations were opened with the younger Pompey at Misenum.55 
After Octavian and Antony were able to accomplish a settle-
ment here, Antony turned to his own Eastern provinces and 
a Parthian campaign. He sent his general Veritidius on to 
Asia "to oppose further progress of the Parthians," while 
he himself remained iri Rome with Octavian conducting other 
important business.56 Appian adds that Antony sent some 
of his troops against the Partheni, an Illyr1an tribe, and 
against the Dardani, , ---another Illyrian tribe, "who were 
for ever making incursions into Maoedonia. 0 57 Antony then 
. 54Appi~ Bella Civilia 5. 67. 
55Appian Bella Civilia 5. 72; Plutarch Antony 32; also 
Grant, Cleopatra, p. 129. 
56Plutaroh Antonz 33. 
57Appian Bella C1v1lia 5. 75. 
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set out for Athens where he would.spend the winter of 39 
B,C. Octavia aocompanied.him,58 
Antony's troop movement in Illyria and Asia Minor 
undoubtedly prompted his de_cision to winter in Athens. 
In the following.months (38 B,C,) Antony led an expedition 
against the city of Samosata on the Euphrates, after which 
he returned to Athens where he received a summons from 
Octavian who was again struggling against Sextus Pompey 
in Italy • .59 Octavian called Antony to Brundisium for this 
58Antony•s and Octavia's deification at Athens is 
discussed in Raubitschek, "Octavia's Deification at Athens," 
pp. 146-50~ The fact that Octavia was deified with Antony · 
at Athens in 39 B,C. does not necessarily support Tarn's 
conclusion that.Antony remained with Octavia in the hope of 
initiating a golden age with her through their progeny, and 
that he returned to Cleopatra and the East only after Octavia 
bore him a daughter instead of a son. Tarn, "Alexander· 
Helios and the Golden Age, 11 pp. 148-.58, There is no reason 
to believe. that Antony was acting differently than Caesar 
in his separation of the two centers of interest--that is, 
that Antony's marriage to Octavia•was to accomplish for 
him the same purpose.that his relationship with Cleopatra 
was to provide. He returned to Cleopatra when civil affairs 
and his successful military movements in the East allowed 
him to do so. · 
59For Antony's campaign against Samosata, see Plutarch 
Antonl 34,· See Appian Bella Civilia 5, 78 for Octavian's 
summons to Antony,· Antony's reluctance to hand over the 
Peloponnese to·· Sextus Pompey according to the agreement at 
Misenum apparently was the cause of the rene.wed hostilities 
in Italy.· See Appian Bella Civilia 77 _(he suspects jealousy 
or faithlessness was the actual cause). Grant believes 
Octavian backed Antony's Peloponnese policy. Grant, Cleo-
:patra, p, 129. 
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second conference, but failed to appear himself. 60 In the 
spring of 37 B.c., Octavian again called for Antony's help. 
The two put aside their bickering of recent months and met 
at Tarentum where a new agreement was formed.61 Antony gave 
Octavian 120 ships to aid against Sextus· Pompey, and Octav-
ian promised to provide 20,000 men for Antony's Parthian 
war. The triumvirate, which had actually expired at the 
end of 38 B.c., was extended until 33 B.c. 62--a provision· 
which gave formal recognition to Antony's dictatorial 
powers in the East for another five years. 63 · The treaty 
60Appian Bella Civilia 5. 78-79. 
61Appian Bella Civilia 5. 93-94; Plutarch Antony 35; 
Dio Cassius 48. 34. 4. Appian, Plutarch, and Dio state that 
Octavia was instrumental in bringing Octavian and Antony 
together, but M. Singer doubts it. Mary White Singer, 
"Octavia's Mediation at Tarentum, n CJ 43 ( 1947) 1173-77. She 
states, "Octavia's influence ••.• could scarcely have been 
a basic or even a decisive factor in the treaty. Octavian 
and Antony needed each other's help and would have reached 
the agreement with or without her mediation •••• Octavian 
must defeat Sextus, and Antony, the Parthians •••• Prob-
ably ••• Antony did utilize Octavia as mediator in an 
attempt to gain for himself better terms" {p. 176). 
62Appian Bella Civilia 5. 95; Plutarch Antoni 35.· 
63charlesworth observes that from the beginning the· 
triumvirs made their formation of the triumvirate public 
and statutory, being appointed tresviri reipµblicae 
constuendae for a term of years, whereas the triumvirate 
of 60 B. C. had been a personal arrangement.. CAH, 1 Os 20 
(Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony and Cleopatra, 
p. 25). 
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was sealed by the betrothal of Antony's nine year old son 
by Fulvia, Marcus Antonius (Antyllus), to Octavian's two 
year old daughter, Julia, 64 
With the renewal-of the triumvirate through the 
Tarentum agreement and Ventidius' victories against the 
Parthians in Asia Minor, Antony was now ready to launch 
his own major offensive against the Parthians which he 
had been planning since 41 B~C. He could at last turn his 
attention toward the East, toward conquest, and toward a 
renewal of his alliance with Cleopatra. Syme and Carter, 
in an attempt to negate Cleopatra's influence, assess the 
lapse of time between Antony's departure from Alexandria 
and his return to Cleopatra in 37 B.c. as evidence that he 
had not contracted special ties with the queen during the 
wint·er of 41-40 B. C. 65 Yet the complications and diff i-
cul ties which Antony had to deal with from 40-37 B,C. 
hardly meke this a tenable argument, It was in 37 B.C, 
that he could return to Cleopatra and to the establishment 
of his own sovereignty over the East as the successor of 
Alexander according to Cleopatra's ambitious design. The 
fact that he immediately acted.in this manner and proceeded 
64nio Cassius 48, 54. 4, 
65syme, The Roman Revolution, p, 214; Carter The 
Battle of Actium, p. 118. -
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to conduct his affairs in a way which shows his monarchic 
aim reveals that the winter of 41-40 B.C. had witnesses 
the contracting of special ties between the two. Antony 
arrived in Syria and summoned.Cleopatra to meet.him at 
Antioch. She responded at orice and the two again wintered 
together, this time at Antioch. 
With his return to the East, Antony turned to reorga-
nizing the provinces and client kingdoms of Asia, an 
adjustment which the recent expulsion of the Parthians from 
the area had made necessary. Antony, who was finally to 
set out on his Parthian campaign t~at following summer, 
needed a stable arrangement in Asia Minor, so that, as he 
advanced against the Parthians, he would have a secure sit-
uation behind him.66 Thus new rulers were appointed for 
Cappadocia and Fontus, while Galatia was merged with 
Lycaonia and portions of Pamphylia and given to the rule 
of a certain Amyntas the Galatian. 67 In this organization, 
Syme credits Antony with "Caesar's eye for talent," creating 
"a solid and well-balanced structure, with every promise· 
of duration. 11 68 
466carter makes note of this in The Battle of Actium, p. 15. . 
67n10 Cassius 49. 32. 3s 49. 33. 2. Later the king of 
Fontus was given Lesser Armenia as a reward for his services. 
Dio Cassius 49. 33. 2. 
68syme, The Roman Revolution, p. 260. 
... 
It was ·probab_ly at this· time--most likely the last 
months of 37 B.c. 69--that Antony presented large- gifts .. 
of territory to Cleopatra. · The areas formed a considerable· 
addition to _Cleopa,tra•.s domain, fa:r exceeding the need for 
stability and security which had caused the other· terri tor-·· 
ial dispositions. With this event the evidence of Cleo-
patra's influence on Antony's response to Hellenistic 
69Th~ sources are not in agreement over the year of 
the donati.ons. Plutarch places the gifts immediately after 
Antony's arrival in Syria, i.e.1 the· last months of 37 B.C. 
Plutarch Antony 36. Dio includes them.with the events of · 
36 B.C. Dio Cassius 49. 32. ·4-5 •. Josephus, :powever, places 
them·in 35-34 B.c. Josephus Antiguitates Judaicae 15. 88-
95; Bellum Judaicum 1. 361. But Josephus' dating is no-
toriously inaccurate •. Tarn and Charlesworth comment to 
this· effect about Josephus in their source bibliography _in 
Octavian, Antony and Cleopatra, pp. 158-59. Nevertheless, 
_J •. Dobi!s attempts to defend Josephus' chronology in.his 
article, "La donation· d I Antoine CleopAtra en l' an 34 av •. · 
J.C.," Annuaire de 1 1 Institut de hilolo ie et de'historie 
orientalis et slaves Me an es· idez 9 1 • 
Porphyry mentions only Cha.leis in connection with the areas 
which Cleopatra received in- 37 B.C,, · and Dobil{s uses this · 
statement to support his backing of Josephus• dating of 
the other territorial donations. However, e,s Samuel points . 
out, there is great reason to doubt Porphyry's testimony • 
.b,. E. Samuel, "The Joint Regency of.Cleopatra and Caesarion, 11 
Etudes de papyrologie 9. (1964)176. Cleopatra's reckoning 
of a new era in September, 37 B.c., supports.Plutarch's 
dating of the- donations, for the era, represented by a . 
double date on inscriptions·, probably refers .to Cleopatra's · 
joint rule with Antony in·the adde_d.territories~ · See below, 
pp, 95-98,. See also Grant, Cleopatra, p. ·135, for the 37 
B.C. date;.and his numismatic. support on the following 
pages •. David Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor to the End of 
the Third Century after Christ, 2 vols. (Pr1nceton1 Prince-
ton University Press, 1950), 211287, n. 29, discusses the 
problem of t}:le sources ahd some modern interpretations of 
the · .~vent as does. Samuel, . 11 The Joint Regency of . Cleopatra 
and Caesarion,·11 pp. 75-76. 
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kingship oommences. He presented her with Coele.Syria,70 
part of C111o1a, the Phoenician Coast except Tyre and 
Sidon, the balsam groves of Jericho, Nabataea Arabia, and 
Cyprus.71 These territories contained a number of rich 
coastal cities including Ptolemais Ace, a former center of 
Ptolemaic rule in Phoenicia, and Berytus and Tr1polis.72 
Josephus claims that in addition to the Phoenician coastal 
cities, Cleopatra received the cities on the seacoast of 
Palestine73 __ cities which had been under Ro~an provincial 
_ 70The sources are rather vague about the region of 
Coale Syria •. Buchheim draws a definition of the area in 
Die Orientpolitik des M. Antonius, pp. 100-101, n. 28. 
Grant refers to the area as the Decapolis according to 
Buchheim's conclusion. Grant, Cleopatra, p. 138. 
71since Cyprus had been given to the Ptolemies in 
48 s,c. by Caesar when he had found himself in a rather 
unsettling position at the Alexandrian palace with only two 
legions and had thought it expedient to make .the concession, 
perhaps Antony just confirmed. Ptolemaic possession of the 
island. On Caesar's concession see Gelzer, Caesar, pp. 
248-49. For the idea that Antony's gift of Cyprus was only 
a confirmation· of Caesar's concession see CAH, 10,67 (Tarn 
and Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony and Cleopatra, p. 84). 
72Ptolemais Ace placed the heads of Antony and Cleo-
patra on a coin issue as overlords of the territory as did 
other Phoenician cities "which inaugurated new eras from 
their incorporation in Cleopatra's kingdom.u Grant, Cleo-
patra, p. 136. See ibid. for numismatic references. 
73Josephus Bellum Judaicum 1. J61; Antiguitates 
Judaicae 15. 95. 
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controi.74 According to this statement, then, she gained 
all the cities between the Eleutherus River and Egypt 
except Tyre and Sidon. Josephus and Dio75 state that she 
was given yet another area. Antony had the Ituraean prince 
Lysanias executed for conspiring with the Parthians--accu~ 
sations which Cleopatra herself may have brought against 
him76 __ and included Ituraea with Cleopatra's territories. 
M. Grant notes the numismatic evidence for the change of 
rule in Ituraea. The neighboring city, Damascus, placed 
Cleopatra's portrait on its coins ribecause the Ituraeans 
were not only excellent archers but experienced bandits, 
and Damascus had greatly suffered at their hands. 0 77 Dio 
adds parts of Crete and Cyrene to the list of territories 
which Cleopatra received in 37 B.c.78 
Grant and Carter po:J.nt out that of the territories 
which Antony presented to Cleopatra, Phoenicia, Ituraea, 
Cilicia, Coele Syria, and Cyprus were rich in timber. 
Therefore, they had an immediate value for him. Antony 
74Grant, .Cleopatra~ p. 139. 
75Josephus Antiauitates Judaicae 15. 92; Dio Cassius 
32. 5, 
76rt is Josephus who typically credits Cleopatra with 
bringing the accusations against Lysanias in Antiquitates 
Judaicae 15. 92. · 
77Grant, Cleopatra, p. 138. 
78n10 Cassius 49. 32. 5. 
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had turned over two squadrons of his own fleet to Octavian 
at Tarentum, Now Cleopatra, his ally, could replace the 
squadrons and--even better--build and equip a greater 
fleet,79 -Carter explains, 11 It was.obvious that Octavian 
was soon going to possess a formidable fleet. Antony could 
not let himself be outdistanced in fighting capability. 11 80 
However, the total territory given to Cleopatra ex-
ceeded that required for this purpose, and the entire selec-
tion has particular significance. The gift restored to 
Cleopatra the empire of Ptolemy Philadelphus, save a few 
holdings in the Aegean and in Palestine. 81 Furthermore,. 
much of the Phoenician region which Cleopatra gained had 
been controlled by the Roman governor _of Syria_. Antony 
was therefore "alienating Roman provincial territory by 
79carter, The Battle of Act1um, p. 156; Grant, Cleopatra, 
pp. 138-39. 
80carter, The Battle of Actium, p, 156. 
81.Q!!!, 10167 (Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian Antony 
and Cleopatra, pp. 84-85); Grant, Cleopatra, p. 14!. 
According to Josephus, Cleopatra asked for all of Palestine 
but was denied it by Antony. Josephus Bellum Judaicu.m 1. 
360-61; Antiguitates Judaicae 15. 75-76, 79, 88, 93, Per-
haps he felt it was of greater political advantage to leave 
this difficult nation to the rule of a trusted ally. Anto-
ny's refusal to include Palestine with the donations shows 
that the territorial concessions were certainly not the 
result of his excessive passion for Cleopatra, but an 
actual political policy, the full extent of which was yet 
to be revealed. 
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giving it· to Cleopatra, an action which was later held 
against him· by Roman critios.tt82 The donations, then, 
suggest this purpose, Antony purposely alienated Roman· 
lands, transferring them from his jurisdiction as a Roman 
triumvir to his control according to his alliance with 
Cleopatra, to lay the foundation for the new era in the 
East which was to be in_i tiated by that alliance. . This 
purpose o_an be fully recognized only when the donations 
are pµ.t into t~eir complete context--that is, when they 
are considered with Antony's other dramatic proclamation 
of 37 B.C. and Cleopatra's proclamation of the same year. 
Along with the gifts of territory, Antony acknowledged 
the twins Cleopatra had borne him in 40 B,C. during his 
absence, 83 and named one Alexander Helios and the other 
82Grant, Cleopatra, p. 135, 
83Holme~, in The Architect of the Roman Empire, Is128, 
n.-4, thinks that Alexandria was the most likely setting 
for Antony's acknowledgement of t~e children, and therefore 
favors Dio's account of this event because Dio mentions 
it after the material on the Parthian campaign. Dio Cassius 
49. 32. 4-5. However, Holmes accepts Plutarch's dating of 
the donations which he places before the Parthian campaign. 
Plutarch Antony 36. Holmes thus divides the two proclama-
tions. But Antony did not return to Alexandria until 35 
B.c., and Magie-observes that, while.Dio mentions the events 
after Antony's return from the Parthian campaign, 11 they are 
included among the events of 36. 11 Magie, Roman Rule in 
Asia Minor to the End of the Third Century after Christ, 
211287, n, 29. Both Plutarch and Dio place the acknow-
ledgement with the donations, 
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Cleopatra Selene.84 Together the names.served the purpose 
of refuting the claim of the Parthian king, against whom 
Antony was soon to march t who call,.ed himself ti the Brother 
of the_ Sun and Moon. 11 85 But the name Alexander Helios also 
duplicated an image which Antony called to himself on two 
coin issues which he probably struck in this same year.86 
84Plutarch Antony 36; also Dio Cassius 49~ 32. 4-5. 
According to.-the evidence, although the children were born 
in 40 B.c., they were named by Antony with his acknowledge-
ment (perhaps he added only the epithet}. See Tarn, "Alex-
ander Heiios and the Golden Age, 11 p. 145, 
85see Tarn, "Alexander Helios and the Golden Age," 
p, 159. For. the Is-iac significance of ~he names see ibid.• 
pp. 146-47, 158-59, · 
86Historians disagree on the dating of the issues. On 
the first issue discussed, the sun-type coin, Antony is 
11 Imperator tertio," and, while the ancient sources are not 
explicit on his assumption of his.third imperatorship, 
modern historians tend to accept 38 B.c. as the date. See 
Grueber, B1 M. Coins, Rom, Rep., 2,506; against Buttrey, 
"Thea Neotera on the coins of Antony and Cleopatra," Ameri-
can Num!smatic Society New York Museum Notes 6 (1954)195 
(condensed from Buttrey•s doctoral thesis submitted to 
Princeton University in 1953 in which he discusses the matter 
.to some length). Tarn states, "It.cannot be earlier than 
the end of 38 B.C, ,· when he was already Dionysus, 11 -Tarn, 
"Alexander Helios and the Golden Age," p. 1.50. Tarn's con-
clusion, that in view of this dating and the symbolism on 
the coin the issue belongs to 37 B,C., is accepted here, 
Ibid •. _ Grueber chooses Athens as th~ likely mint in B, M. 
Coins, Rom, Rep,, 2s507, but Antioch should not be ruled 
out. The second issue, the lost lion aureus, presents 
another problem. It is difficult to determine from the 
copies of the legend whether 1t should read Imp. iter. or 
Imp, ter. Accordingly, it can be placed in either 39 or 
38 B,C. See Grueber, B. M. Coins, Rom, Rep., 2,505, for 
an illustration; ibid., 21506 for the dating of the second 
imperatorship, Grueber favors Imp, iter. (ibid.) but Tarn 
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One issue, featuring Antony on one side-and the head 
of the radiate S~n on the other, repeats the sun-type 
Antony struck after his victory at Ph111ppi in 42 B.c.87 
That Antony would now repeat a symbol which he had intro-
duced on his coinage after Philippi, where he achieved the 
·reputation of an invincible generai, 88 says something in 
itself. The·aim was undoubtedly to call attention to his 
unconquerable reputat1on on the eve of his Parthian cam-
paign. That his son would receive the same ·symbol by way 
of his surname whioh Antony had placed on the coin says 
even more, particularly since the-proper name chosen for 
the boy was Alexander. Antony not only· wished to call 
accepts Imp1 ter. according to the type which shows its 
connection to·the other coin. Tarn, '*Alexander Helios and 
the Golden Age," p. 150. He ther~fore dates it with the 
other issue in 37 B.C. Ibid. It is·because of the oonneo-
tion between the two issues and the symbolism of the coin 
that Tarn's date is'aooepted here. G:rueber gives Athens 
as the most likely place of its issue, but in 37 B.C. cer-
tainly Antioch would again be a possible mintage site. 
87Grueber, B. ·M." C~ins, Rom, Rep., 2,506; Tarn, "Alex-
ander Helios and the Golden Age, 11 p. 150. . Antony is 
"Imperator tertio" and "Consul Designatus iterum. et tertio. 0 
For the earlier sun-types after Philippi see Grueber, B. M. 
Coins, Rom. Rep., 2,398, 486. . 
88rt should be noted that Antony attempted to create. 
comparisons between himself at Philippi and the model of 
invincible generals, Alexander the Great, by imitating the 
honor Alexander gave to the body of Darius, placing a pur-
ple cloak over the body of Brutus. Appian Bella Civilia 4. 
135. This 1s en11ghtening in view of the duplication of 
the coin-type symbolism in the epithet of the boy, Alex-
ander Helios. 
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attention to his reputation as an invincible general, but, 
it ~eems clear, h~d in mind an association between himself 
and his prototype, Alexander the Great, 
The other coin issue emphasizes the Alexander symbolism. 
This coin is the lost aureus·which pictured Antony on one 
side, _and .a lion holding a sword on the other, A star, 
symbol of the East, appeared above the lion,89 The lion 
evidently was the genethliac sign of Antony, and the 
Sibylline Oracles came to identify him by the symbol·. 90 
Noreover, Michel.has shown that, as the lion could refer 
to Heracles, Antony's use of the figure on his coins was 
a reference to his Heracles associat16n,91 He had previously 
placed ·a lion on quinar11 of 43 B,c., presumabiy to call 
attention to'the same assooiatton,92 Antony~s lion issues 
had their models 1n the East--in the coinage of Alexander's 
empire. There were. no parallels for the lion with the star 
89 · Grueber, B, M. Coins, Rom, Rep,, 21505; Tarn, "Alex-
ander Helios and the Golden Age, 11 p, 150,. Antony is "Im~ 
erator tertio" ( see above, ·n. 86) and 11 Consul Designatus 
iterum et tertio, 11 
90oracula Sibyllina 9•290; Tarn, "Alexander Helios 
and the Golden Age," p •. 150 J 144, n. 3; Grueber, · B. M, Coins, 
Rom. Rep.,_21398; Michel, Alexander als Vorbild, pp. 118-19, 
91M1chel, Alexander als Vorbild, p, 119, · •. 
92 . Grueber, B, M. Coins, Rom. Rep,, 1s394~97r Michel, 
Alexander als Vorbild, pp, 116-19. 
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and sword in Roman representation.93 And the lion was the 
symbol of Alexander in oracle literature.94 . Therefore, it 
seems Antony's use of the lion symbol was a reference to 
his Heracles-Alexander assocation. The coin proclaimed 
the lion's (Antony-Alexander's) projected mastery of the 
East ( the star). 
In this year, therefore, by proclamation and coinage, 
Antony gave the first clear indication that he, like Caesar, 
was seeking to match the feats of Alexander in the East. 
That he now sought not only to rival Alexander's military . . 
accomplishments but also to imitate his kingship and asso-
ciate himself with Alexander'$ own successor kingdom--a 
conclusion which is given some support by the transference 
of his Alexander symbolism to his son by Cleopatra--is given 
further support by the next evidence to be considered. 
Cleopatra began to reckon her regnal years with a 
double numeration some time in 37 B.C., 1 September 37 B.c. 
to 31 August 36 B.C, becoming "the sixteenth year which is 
also the first," She continued this double dating until 
her last year ("the twenty-second year which is also the 
·93Michel, Alexander als Vorbild, p. 122. See B. M, 
Coins( Greek, Persia, pp, 180-90, for the lion coins of the 
East Alexander's empire). 
94Tarn, "Alexander Helios and the Golden Age, 11 p. 144, 
n. 3; Michel, Alexander als Vorbild, p. 122. 
seventh11 ).95 It has been demonstrated that this second 
date has nothing to.do with Caesarion. In the first place, 
. . .. 
Heinen points out that it 1s very likely Caesarion had al~ 
ready been associated with Cleopatra on the throne after 
the death of Ptolemy XIV in 44 B.c.96 In the second place, 
Tarn observes that.documents bearing the names of both. 
Cleopatra and Caesarion· have only one date--Cleopatra•s 
regnal year. 97 According to Skeat, monuments i_n which 
Caesarion appears as co-ruler with Cleopatra follow this 
same form.9 8 Finally, Heinen observes that the first doc-
ument in our sources which has the double dating (36-35 B. 
C., ttThe_ seventeenth which is also the second") makes no 
mention of Caesariori.99 Since in earlier documents 
Caesarion is explicitly designated as co-ruler, it follows 
that the double numeration has nothing to do with him but 
refers to some monumental change in the regal structure.100 
9 5see Skeat, The Reigns of the Ptolemies, p.· 42. He 
lists papyri and inscriptions which have the double numera-
tion. 
96Heinen, "Casar und Kaisarion, 11 p. 188. 
97cAH, 10181 (Tarn and Charlesw6rth,_0ctavian1 Antony 
and Cleoi5atra, p. 102). 
98Skeat, The Reigns of the Ptolemies, p. 42. 
99Heinen, "Casar und Kaisarion, 11 pp, 188-89. 
lOOib1d., p. 189; ~a.inst S~ei·~ · ."The_ Joint Regency 
of Cleopatra and Caesarion," pp. 73-79. · · · 
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The ancient chronologist Porphyry attributed the 
double numeration to Cleopatra's acquisition of the terri-
tories which she gained in 37 B.c., and this view is gener-
ally accepted.101 Accordingly, the second date was a cele-
bration of a new era in Egypt. It was to denote Cleopatra's 
rule over the territories of her empire. However, it seems 
just as likely that the new system of dating was introduced 
as Cleopatra's own dramatic proclamation of her alliance 
with Antony and--further--their new era which the alliance 
was to initiate.102 This position is given considerable 
support by the coin evidence of the period, for after 37 
B.C. Antony replaced Octavia's portrait on his coins with 
that of Cleopatra, and Cleopatra placed Antony's portrait 
on her coinage.103 Surely the change was to mark their 
lOl~ 260 F 2, 17. Also Skeat, The Reigns of the 
Ptolemies, p. 42; Taylor, The Divinity of the Roman Emperor, 
p. 125. However, Porphyry's listing of only Chalcis as the 
area to which Cleopatra's dominion was expanded in 37 B.c. 
has been rejected as inaccurate here (see above, n. 69). 
102Tarn interprets the second date as Antony's actual 
regnal years • .QA!i, 10:81 (Tarn,and Charlesworth, Octavian, 
Antony and Cleopatra, p. 102). It is an intriguing view-
point, but lacks supporting evidence. There is also no 
reason to believe that Antony intended to make Cleopatra 
his Roman Empress as Tarn submits in1 ibid. Rather, the· 
evidence points to his desire to keep his kingship outside 
the Italian peninsula as Caesar had planned (see the comments 
on pp. 111 -121. · · 
1 OJ see Bouche-Leclercq, Hi sto.ire des Lagides, 2 s 257, 
n. 1, who quotes Servius on the change of portrait on the 
coinage. 
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-alliance or the new era of their alliance. The fact that 
their portraits appeared together on coin issues from Aradus 
and Ptolemais Ace104 __ c1ties included in the territorial 
gifts of 37 B.C.--gives further strength to the argument 
that the second date of the double numeration was not con-
cerned with Cleopatra's .rule alone in these territories 
but to the alliance, the joint era of Antony and Cleopatra. 
Whether the alliance also involved a marriage contract is 
a disputed point. 
The actual evidence for the contention.that Antony 
married Cleopatra according to Egyptian ritual when he granted 
her the, territories and acknowledged the children is rather 
obscure. It is known from a letter which Antony wrote to 
Octavian and which, from Antony's own words, can be dated 
to 33 B.C. that he was married to Cleopatra by that year, 
before he divorced Octavia in 32 B.c. 1_05 Indeed, Plutarch106 
i04Miohael Grant, From Imperium to Auctoritas: 
Historical Stud of the Aes Coina e in the Roman Em 
B.C. to A.D. 1 , 2nd ed. Cambridges The University ess, 
1971), pp. 138-69. 
105suetonius quotes the letter in Augustus 69. 2: 
11 What has changed you? Because I lie with the queen? She 
is my wife. Did I begin this now or nine years ago?" ("Quid 
te mutavit? Quod reginam ineo? Uxor mea est. Nuno coepi an 
abhino annos novem? 11 ) The translation is the author's. See 
Holmes, The Architect of the Roman Empire, 2:228; Charlesworth, 
"Some Fragments of the Propaganda of Mark Antony," p. 175. 
106p1utarch Comparison of Demetrius and Antony 4. 1. 
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states that Antony had two wives simultaneously,· but gives 
no hint as to when the situation occurred or how long lt 
-lasted.10? That Antony now replaced Octavia's- image on 
his coinage with the portrait of Cleopatra certainly is a 
strong indication that the marriage took place at this 
juncture •108 Cleopatra•·s new regnal reckoning could also 
support this placement of the ma:r:riage. It is, at any rate_, 
reasonable to conclude that the marriage took place in the 
. 1~ year that Antony acknowledged the children. Antony's 
marriage to Cleopatra would not have been recognized in 
Rome which, in the first place, had nev_er sanctioned polyg-
amy, and in the second place, had neyer sanctioned a marriage 
107Plutarch1 s_ statement, that Ant.ony "drove away his 
Roman and lawfully wedded wife, in order to gratify the. 
foreigner, with whom he ·was living contrary ·to law," should 
not be taken as a contradiction to his ear·11er claim, that 
Antony was married to two wives at once, since the phrase 
"contrary to law" in this case can refer to the polygamy, 
not to Antony's failure to marry Cleopatra. Plutarch 
Comparison of Demetrius and Antony 4. 1. Tarn explains 
the phrases "In every law but Roman he had {two wives.}, in 
Roman law he -had not. 11 Q!!!, 10166, n, 1. 
108see Craven, Antony's Oriental Policy until the De-
feat of the Parthian Expedition, p, 69; Ferrero, The Great-
ness and Decline of Rome, 4,6-7, who refer to the study by 
Letronne of the coinage which submits this conclusion. 
109see Holmes, The Architect of the Roman Empire, 2:227-
)1. He discusses the entire issue of the marriage including 
the opposing arguments of _the two major studies by J, Kromayer 
(Hermes 29,582-84) and Gardthausen (Neue Jahrb, f. d 1 Klass. 
Altertum 39•158-69), both of which.he· shows to be unconvin-
cing. Holmes•· own conclusion, that ~ad the marriage oc·c1;1.rred 
100 
to a foreigner. But it would have been recognized in the 
Ea~t110 where it would have·1egitima~e1y·11nk:ed Antony to 
the Ptolemaic·dynasty. 
The gift of territories, -the Alexander symbolism, the 
reckoning of a new era, and a possible marriage, altogether-
strongl~ indicate that Antony•s direction in 37 B.C. was 
toward Hellenistic kingship and a kingdom in the East 
through his association with the· Ptolemaic dynasty. The 
Parthian conquest was undoubtedly scheduled to be the · 
crowning_event. What Antony•s exact 1:htehtions were toward 
Octavian and his part of the triumvirate are not clear at 
this poi~t.111 : However, given 4ntony 1 s previous reaction 
after Caesar's death and before the ·formation of the tri-
umvirate, _when he had been in~ position to challenge 
before the Parthian campaign, Octavian would not have 
allowed Octavia "to visit the husband who had espoused her· 
rival," does not follow at all since the propaganda value 
of the visit· could have been {and was.-) considerable for 
Octavian. Craven sees the recognition of the children as 
an important consideration in placing the marriage with 
·the donations before the Parthian expedition. Craven, 
Antony's Oriental Policy until the Defeat of the Parthian 
Expedition, p. 69. 
110cAH, 10166 .{Tarn and Charlesworth, Octaviani Anto~y 
and Cleopatra, pp. 83-84). See_ also Balsdon, Roman Women, 
p. 175, for prohibitions on Roman marriages and references. 
111Lepidus, by this time, was of little consequence, 
and Octavian deposed him in 36 B.C. See CAH, 10163 (Tarn and 
Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony and Cleopatra, pp.·78-79). 
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Octavian's ascent to power, one can certainly speculate. 
It is this author's -opinion that Antony intended the Par-
. thian campaign to eclipse Octavian in the West", that his 
victory in that expedition was aimed at sealing the_ reptl- · 
tation which he had gained at Philippi: he was Caesar's 
true military successor.112 · His ultimate purpose would 
have been to achieve a· permanent dictat_orship in Rome 
(with Octavia.as his wife) and kingship (with Cleopatra) 
in the East. 
Tarn suspects that Cleopatra was not in favor of the 
expedition--~t least, not in 36 B.c.113 Truly the most 
advantageous course of action for her was whatever would 
eliminate Octavian from his share of the dictatorship. She 
may have preferred that _Antony challenge Octavian directly, 
establish firm and uncompromised dictatorial powers in Rome, 
e,nd then advance against the Parthians--the path Caesar had 
taken. However, a section in Plutarch114 relating to 
Cleopatra's reaction to Antony's eariier actions, may attest 
to her approval of his procedure. When Antony was in Rome 
112This opinion is_ in ·agreement with that of Tarn, 
.9.fill, 10166 (Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, Antony and 
Cleopatra, p. 83), and Zwaenepoel, "La politique orientale 
d'Antoine, 11 p. 8. 
113cAH, 10166, 75 (Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, 
Antony and Cleopatra, pp. 83, 95. 
114-Plutarch Antony 33, · 
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from 41 B.C. to 39 B.C~, ·an Egyptian seer accompanied his 
entourage--probably Cleopatra's own man. 115 This seer 
· advised Antony not to break openly with Octavian, but· 11 to · 
put as much distance as possible between himself and the 
young man. 11116_ Evid.ently Cleopat;r-a wished to encourage 
Antony to make his reputation in the East. In this case, 
· she must have favored the expedition in 36 B.c. an.d hoped 
that, from the campaign, Octavian would be crushed beneath 
Antony's laurels. 
Antony ~d. Cleopatr~_, 34_"'.".J.0 B~ .. c.! 
. The Parthian campaign was a disaster. Antony, although 
victorious in many brief engagements, was repelled in his 
siege of Phraaspa. Unprepared on his retreat for the hit-
and-run tactics of the Parthian bands, he lost two-fifths of 
his army--as many from disease as from combat.117 He re-
treated to Phoenicia for· the winter where Cleopatra joined 
him in the beginning of 35. B.c~, bringing with her money 
. 118 
and clothing for the troops. Octavia, too, with her. 
brother's permission. hastened from Rome to her husband with 
115p1utarch himself suspects he was Cleopatra's agent. 
Plutarch .Antony 33. 2. 
116Plutarch .Antony 33. 1. 
117Plutarch Antony 50. 
118p1utarch Antony 51; also Grant, Cleopatra, p~ 149. 
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. supplie ·s, money, a??-d new troops. However, when she arrived 
at Athens she received letters from Antony which conveyed 
his ·order.for her to remain there, 119 Octavia was out of 
place in Antony•.s Eastern operations, He later accepted the 
supplies and fresh legions, but ordered Octavia to return 
home. 120 
In spite of the failure of the Parthian campaign, 
Antony's actions from 34-30 B,C. show his continued response 
to his potential kingship, According to both Dio and Plutarch, 
he had every intention· of resuming his offensive against the 
Parthians the following year. 121 He now received the sup.-
port of the king of the. Medes who -had quarreled with the-
Parthian king.122 Plutarch says the Median ·horsem~n and 
archers gave Antony high.hopes: "he therefore made prepara-
tions to go up again through Armenia, affect a junction with 
' ' 
the Mede at the River Araxes, and then prosecute the war. 11123 
Before attempting a second offensive against the 
Parthians, it was necessary for Antony to secure the supp.ort 
119Plutarch Antony 53; Dio Cassius 49.- 33. 3-4. 
120The insult was undoubtedly•aimed at Octavian, 
Antony's reaction to the small number of fresh troops which 
Octavia was bringing to· him--2,.000 of the 20,000 Octavian 
owed him. See Grant, Cleopatra, p, 151 .• 
121Plutarch Antony 52; Dio Cassius 49. 31. 3,. 
122Plutarch Antony 52; Dio Cassius 49. 33, 1-2. 
123p1utarch Antony 52. 
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of Armenia. The Armenian king's loyalty had come under 
question during the previous campaign.1 24 Antony first 
sent a special envoy to deliberate with the king, but then, 
failing a satisfactory response, decided to reduce Armenia 
to his own provlnce. 125 ·The sudden appearance of Sextus 
Pompey in Asia Minor had delayed. his deliberations with the 
Armenian king until 34 B.c.126 In the spring of that year, 
Antony marched against him, and the campaign was a success. 
He captured the king, and the royal family and the royal 
treasury were led back to Alexandria. ·His general, ·canidius 
Crassus, was left with the greater part of his legions in 
Armenia, "no doubt 1ntending11 --as Carter writes--"to press 
on to Me.dia and Parthia the ne~t year. 11127 
At Alexandria, Antony celebrated the capture of 
Armenia with a victory procession. In the following events 
is found the evidence of Antony's response to kingship. In 
the procession, the king and his family were displayed in 
golden bonds before Antony's chariot. Antony presented 
them, along with the other spoils of war, to Cleopatra, who 
124nio Cassius 49. 25; 49. 31, 2; Plutarch Antony 39; 50, 
125Dio Cassius 49. 39. 2-4. 
i26Appian Bella Civilia 5. 133; also Grant, Cleopatra, 
pp. 156-57. 
127carter, The Battle of Actium, p. 175. 
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sat among the populace upon a platform plated with silver 
and a gilded chair. 128 
The procession was followed by a ceremony in the gym-
nasium. Before the assembled crowd,on a tribunal of sil-
ver, were two thrones of gold for Antony and Cleopatra, and 
on a lower level thrones for their children and Caesarion.129 
According .to Dio, Antony first announced that what he was 
about to proclaim was iri honor of the Deified Julius since 
Cleopatra had truly b_een the wife and Caesarion the son of 
the former Caesar. 130 He then.declared a series of con-
ferments. Antony proclaimed Cleopatra queen of Egypt (in-
cluding Libya and Coele Syria) and Cyprus, and Caesarion 
was to share the throne with her in these areas, 131 · To 
Alexander Helios was given Armenia and--appropriate to his 
128Pl~tarch Antony 54; Die Cassius 49. 40. 3-4. Per-
haps it is this occasion that Velleius Paterculus also 
describes: "In a procession at Alexandria he had impersona-
ted Father Liber, his head bound with the ivy wreath, his 
person enveloped in the saffron robe of gold, holding in 
his hand the thyrsus, wearing the. buskins, and riding in 
the Bacchic chariot." Velleius Paterculus 2. 82. 
129P1utarch Antony 54 I II lµ1TAl7CY~S yap ~XAOU TO yuµvacrtov 
Kat 0EµEVCS ~1Tt SnµatoS a~yopou ouo 0povous XPUCYO~S, TOV µe:~ fau-rw, 
-rev oe: KAEomhpa ... Kai: -rois '1Tatcri:v ~-rfpous -ra1TEW0-r€pous, " < 
' 
130Dio Cassius 49. 41. 2. 
131Plutarch Antony 54, Dio 49. 41.. 2. only mentions 
Egypt and Cyprus as the territories declared Cleopatra's 
domain on this occasion. However, he does not assign 
Coele Syria or Libya to anyone else, so-it is accepted here 
that Cleopatra received these territories as Plutarch states. 
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name--Media and Parthia, lands _yet unconquered, and to 
Cleopatra Selene the Cyrenaica in Libya.132 Ptolemy 
Philadelphus--the two year old son of Antony and Cleopatra 
who bore the name of the Ptolemy whose empire had stretched 
up the Phoenician coast into Cilicia--received Phoenicia, 
Syria, and Cilicia.133 Cleopatra was declared Queen of 
Kings. According to Die, Caesarion was made King of Kings, 
but Plutarch says that Antony conferred the title upon his 
own sons. 134 - The traditional view is to accept Dio and 
reject Plutarch since Caesarion, holding the title King of 
Kings, would be properly matched with his co-ruler Cleopatra, 
132nio Cassius 40. 41. J; Plutarch Antony 54. Plutarch 
specifies Armenia, Media, and Parthia as Alexander Helios' 
division of the territories, while Dio lists Armenia and 
"the rest of the countries east of the.Euphrates as far as 
India. 0 Plutarch.does not mention Cleopatra Selene in 
connection with the ceremony. Considering the traditionally 
active role the Ptolemaic women had assumed in governing 
affairs, it seems unlikely that Cleopatra Selene was left 
out of the divisions. Dio's account is accepted here. 
Grant adds that since 67 B.C,, Crete had been a joint Roman 
province with Cyrenaica, so the island, except for the free 
cities, became Cleopatra Selene's territory as well. Grant, 
Celopatra. p. 165. 
133Plutarch Antony 54. Dio awards him "Syria and all 
the region west of the Euphrates as far as the Hellespont." 
Dio Cassius 49. 41. J. Perhaps, according to this statement, 
Ptolemy Philadelphus received the overlord ship of the cli-
ent kings in the area, See Q!E, 10180 (Tarn_and Charlesworth, 
Octavian, Antony and Cleopatra, p, 102). · 
134Plutarch, Antony 54; Dio Cassius 49, 41, 1. 
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Queen of Kings. 135 However, the title, originally held 
by the ancient Persian dynasts and more recently allowed 
to Tigranes I of Armenia as a Seleucid by Pompey, 136 could 
more appropriately ·fit Antony's sons, who now received 
these territories. 
In honor of the occasion, Antony struck a coin, The 
issue, belonging to the- silver denarius series, features 
on one side Antony's portrait with the Armenian tiara behind 
it and the. legend~ "Armenia. conque.red, 11 and on the other 
side Cleopatra's portrait with the legend, "Cleopatra Queen 
of Kings and of her Sons ·Who are Kings, 111 3? ·As Tarn observes, 
the coin shows that Cleopatra was not only queen of Egypt 
but overlord of the entire East and Queen over her sons.138 
135Grant, for one, rejects Plutarch but does not state 
why he thinks Plutarch was mistaken in placing the title · 
with Antony's own children.· See Grant, Cleopatra, p, 268, 
n, 15, Also £fill, 10180 (Tarn and Chrlesworth, Octavian, 
Antony and Cleopatra, p. 102). · 
136.Pompey allowed it "unofficiaily, and.contrary to 
custom to Tigranes I.~• Grant, Cleopatra, p. 268, n. 15. 
137°Anton1, Armenia. Devicta" and 11 Cleopatrae Reginae 
Regum Filiorum Regum, 11 See ibid,, p, 169, for a description 
of the issues. 
138.9.:&B, 10181, n, 6, See above, n, 102, against 
Tarn's further interpretation that she was also to be Roman 
Empress. 
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Antony's position in the 11 new hierarchy (!f powers" 
. is not defined in the ancient accounts, 139. From the symbol 
of the golden throne,-however, one is able to construct a 
possible definition of his position, Cleopatra's influence 
on Antony's attraction to Hellenistic kingship will 1)ecome· 
clear from the material, 
It is Plutarch who specifies that a golden throne was 
placed on the tribunal for Antony at the ceremony, while 
Dio briefly mentions that Antony "made Cleopatra and.her 
children sit by his side,n140 Dio, however, for the most 
part limits his comments on the event to a run-down of the 
territorial divisions, while Plutarch spends some time de-
scribing.the scene. There is no reason, therefore, to doubt· 
Plutar~h•s description of the throne because Dio does not 
mention it. It is known from other sources that Antony 
appeared in public upon a gilded chair while he w~s in 
Egypt.141• 
Antony's use of a.golden throne at the ceremony recalls 
Caesar's usage of a gilded chair which, in the·first chapter,· 
139See· Qtd!, 10:80-81 (Tarn and Charlesworth, Octavian, 
Antony and Cleopatra, .p. 102). Tarn suspects that Antony's 
position was purposely not clearly pronounced because he was 
' filling a double roles Roman magistrate and Hellenistic 
monarch,. 
l40nio Cassius 49. 41. 1, For the Plutarch reference 
see above, n. 129 • 
. 141n10 himself states this in SO, 5, 3,1 11 , •• int 
KA fons ~nixpucrm.r o{<j>pou Te: bµofou Ka.l &v T~ Kow~ -~wpiha.." 
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was interpreted to be a regal symbol. As already stated, 
· in the donations of.J4 ·B.c. Antony's throne was placed at 
the side of Cleopatra's golden throne and above those of the 
·children. Since Cleopatra·was the supreme overlord of the 
Eastern hierarchy·which the donations established, Antony's 
position at her· side in the ceremony clearly illustrates 
his equal role in the design.· 
The premier mention of Antony's usage of the golden 
throne is with Plutarch's de~oription of the ceremony ?f 
34 B.c. But Antony, as state~ appeared upon a gilded chair 
.on other public occasions •142 In addition, he. were the 
purple oioak while·he was in Egypt.143 The combination of 
the cloak and throne repeats the symbolism which Caesar 
displayed at the Lupercalia. Just as Caesar's purple cloak 
and golden throne proclaimed him to be the successor of 
Alexander in the East--the.cloak through his own projected 
: . - . 
military acoompli~hments, the throne·through his assooia-
; 
tion with the Ptolemaic dynasty--so ·can Antony's wearing 
of the purple robe· and display of ·-the ·gilded chair be 
142see above; n. 141. 
143Florus 2. 21. 31 ·11 purpurea vestis ingentibus 
obstricta gem.miss diadema deerat, ut regina rex et ipse 
frueretur." Weinstock, in Divus Julius, p. 333, n. 1,··in-
serts "nee" before "diadema," contending thusly that Antony 
also wore the diadem. The Loeb edition text is, however, 
accepted here since there appears to be no adequate argu-
ment for the insertion of "nee." 
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interpreted. This cer~a1nly was· the meaning of the throne 
1n the donations of j4 B.c., it pronounced his role as 
overlord with.Cleopatra in the hierarchy and proclaimed. 
him the successor to Alexander• s· kingdom and kingship_.· 
In estapl1shing his kingship in the·East, it_is un~ 
. . 
likely that Antony intended to sev~r_his ·connection~ with 
the· West and ·abandon his 1nteres_ts there--including the· 
raising of' Roman troops--to Octavian.144 Judging from 
their previous repeated hostilities, neither would be 
permanently. c·ompromise his absolute power with ·octavian 
i44Three·· particular pieces of .evidence have been· 
especially used to point. out Antony.' s severing .of his 
connections with the West •. The first is his staging of 
a triumph in.Alexandria referred to in.Dio Cassius 49~ 40. 
3. and Plutarch Antony:50. Taylor sees this as a Roman 
triumph :c_e·lebrated in Alexandria, an event which proclaimed 
Alexandria the ri~w ca.pi tal. · Taylor, The -Divinity of the . 
Roman Emperor,~• 126. However, from the evidence, it_ is 
not a necessary .conclusion that·the procession was indeed 
a Roman triumph, -One of the -two authors who briefly de- _ 
scribe the event, Dio Cassius, is reluctant to m~e the 
comparison·,. ~µt ·calls it ~•a kind of -triumphal procession," 
Likewise, the second bit of evidence, coins struck in 
Egypt with the portrait of Roma- seated or ·standing or the 
word "Tiberu su;:era unde~ 11 Nile 11 perhaps reflect ll;O more 
than Antony's presence in Alexandria or•his intention to 
establish a monarchical capitai in addition to Rome ·(see 
p. 11~). For the coins see Barclay V. Head, et al.,. His-
toria Numorum, .new ed.· (Chicago, Argonaut~ Inc., 191rr;-· 
p, S6J, who lists these types. The third event, the rejec-
tion of Octavia in 35 B.c., interpreted by Carter as 
Antony's declaration of independence from the West cannot 
be explained as revealing anything more than a counter . 
insult directed to. _Octavian ( see above, n. 120) just as the 
divorce of Octavia in 32 B.c. was Antony's final rejection 
of Octavian, .. not his Western connections. _Against Car.ter, 
The Battle of Actium, pp. 168-69.· See .also below, n. 147. 
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any more than Octavian wished to do with him. Antony's 
publication of Caesarion's legitimacy was a direct strike 
against Octavian's claim to dictatorial power as Caesar's 
heir.145 That Antony placed the symbol of the globe on 
his coinage is, as Zwaenepoel concludes, proof of his 
intentions •146 · 
Antony's ambitions were for the total Mediterranean 
area as well as the Parthian Empire, but there are no 
indications that he intended to inflict his monarchy upon 
Rome and Italy.147 On a coin issue probably belonging 
to 34 B.C.--a gold piece·with Antony's .portrait on one side 
surrounded by his Roman titles, "Augur, Imperator III, 
Consul Designate III, Triumvir," and the portrait of his 
elder son by Fulvia, Antyllus, on the- other side--he appointed 
Antyllus the heir to his Roman offices.148 Thus one sees 
a separation of.Antony's monarchical authority and.his 
145see chap. 1, n. 78. Also Dio Cassius 49. 41. 2. 
for Antony's recognition of Caesarion at the ceremony in 
Alexandria. 
146zwaenpoel, "La politique orientale d'Antoine," 
p, 14. · · 
147Antony continued to assert his Roman titles on 'his 
coinage of the late 30's B.c., and he considered-himself 
consul (Consul III) in 31 B.C. although the Senate had 
struck his name as_ consul designate in 32 B.c. Dio Cassius 
50. 3, J. Se~ Grueber, B. M. Coins, Rom. Rep., 2:531. 
148see £!ill, volume of plates 4, 198 g; Grant, Cleopatra, 
p. 170. 
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Roman authority. It seems probable that he planned to 
establish a geographical division to suit his separation 
of authority in the manner that·caesar had planned. Since, 
as previously stated, Antony showed no intention of relin-
quishing Rome and the West, a coin issue which was struck 
in Egypt with the portrait of Rome on it or the word "Tiber" 
substituted under the word 11 Nile 11 149 may display his purpose 
of creating Alexandria a second capital--his monarchtcal 
capital~-again after Caesar's .design. Indeed there were 
rumors-of his desire to move the.capital to Alexandria, 150 
This, then,. must have been his plans Antony would 
retain his Roman office and position as dictator, excluding 
all other titles in Rome and Italy, and proclaim himself 
the successor to Alexander in the East. His Hellenistic 
kingship would be accomplished through conquest and through 
his association with the Ptolemaic monarchy, In the latter 
can be seen Cleopatra's influence on·h1s Eastern policy. 
This she affected as she had affected Caesar•s_policys she 
provided a link to Alexander .and she offered a dynastic 
purpose to his kingship. Therefore, in the formation of 
this policy, Antony schemed no less than the now deified 
Caesar had, ·before him. 
149see above, n. 144. 
150n10 Cassius 50. 4. 2. 
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CHAPTER III, CONCLUSION 
Cleopatra attempted to draw Octavian into an alliance 
during their_ negotiations of 30 B.C., after it had become 
clear that all was lost as far as·her alliance with Antony 
was concerned, Octavian would have nothing to do with this. 
At least an examination of Dio's account reveals this· 
possibility. He records that Cleopatra sent the royal 
throne as well as a golden scepter and a golden crown to 
Octavian in 30 B.c., when he was descending upon Alexandria 
with his troops. Dio states that the act was "unknown to 
Antony" and signified that she offered her kingdom to 
Octavian.1 The question is whether this.act of submission 
was performed simply for the sake of leniency or as a late 
attempt to generate an alliance with the victorious Octavian. 
The throne had been an important symbol of Caesar's and 
Antony• s alliance with the queen. It. seems, ·then, that 
Cleopatra, at this late hour, was attempting to save·herself, 
her children, and her monarchy from destruction by this 
act of ·submission which carried with it an open proposal 
for an alliance and, subsequently,.kingship to Octavian. 
1 Dio . Cassius 51. 6 •. 5: II K&.V TOi;iTw KCtl n KAE07fa.Tpet 
crKn7rTp6v TE Tl xpucrouv KCtl OT£¢etvov xpucrou,v TOV TE cS{¢pov TOV 
SetcrlAlK6V, Kpu¢et TOQ JAVTWVlOU 6s Kett Tnv &pxnv o{ ot Ct~TWV 
0 l OOUOa €7fE:µ'PE:V. 11 
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There are other incidents in Cleopatra's last months 
which cause Dio to accuse·her of betraying Antony in order 
. . . . 
to.ingratiate herself with Octavian. 2- -She i~ charged with 
treachery .in the· carrying on of -private negotiations· with 
. . . . . . 4 
Octavian,3 in the.surrendering of Pelus~umandAlexandria, 
and in the·dese~tion of Antony's, navai force before Alex-
andria.5 She_ is suspected of. encouraging Antony's suicide 
by sending· "a· m~ssage ·to him from which he should _infer-· 
that she was dee.a..u6 And, it is Dio who also records the 
. -
meeting .between Cleopatra and Octa.vian, a scene which 
occurred Jn Alexandria after the queen had been taken cap-
tive.7 The manner in which she prevailed upon the memory 
of Julius Caesar-at this meeting by recalling his ·devotion 
to herself, reading·from his lett_ers, and. prostrating herself 
. . . 
2Plutarch ·also seems to suspect her· treache.ry in the 
surrender of Pelusium. In Antony 74, he repeats a rumor 
-· to the effect that the. city .was given up ttnot without the 
consent of Cleopatra." In Antony 76, he reports ·that An-· 
tony, after his naval fqrce and cavalry had deserted him 
in a skirmish with Octavian's forces near Alexandria, 
accused Cleopatra of betraying him. 
Jn10-Cassius -51 6. 6. 
4n1o·Cassius 51. 9. 6.· 
5Dio Cassius 51. 10. 5. 
6nio Cassius 51. 10. 6. 
7nio Cassius 51. 12. 
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before his images which she had placed beside her couch, 
supports the proposal which the surrendered throne suggests 
--that she determined to discover whether she had any hope 
-of success 1n encouraging Octavian, as Caesar's heir, to 
continue his grand-uncle's policy in. the East. The entire 
image formed by the accusations may display no more than 
the influence of _Augustan propaganda. Nevertheless, Cleo-
patra had the audacity and certainly the unscrupulousness 
to attempt an alliance with her constant adversary while 
Antony was moving himself toward certain destruction in 
a defense before Alexandria.· 
If, indeed, Cleopatra did seek such an alliance with 
Octavian, perhaps it was the consistency of the ambitions. 
of her previous Roman allies, and for that matter, the 
Roman dictators of ·the last t~irty years, which encouraged 
her to·attempt the _move yet a third time. The Alexander 
model had had devoted practitioners among the powerful of 
Rome in the last half ·of the first century B.c. If Cleo-
patra hoped to draw upon a-similar anibition in Octavian, 
her efforts were misdirected. There is .no indication that 
Octavian, like Pompey, Caesar, and Antony, desired to equal 
the military feats of Alexander the Great or held ·him as 
a model at all. In fact, as Syme observes, Octavian's 
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later Eastern policy shows that the area "was never a 
serious preoccupation" with him "during his long rule ,_ 118 
Octavian seized Egypt·. · He claims in. the Res Gestae: 
.to have added the kingdom to the Empire of the Roman 
people.9 In practice it became his own private possession. 
'rhe Senate was excluded from any governing authority in 
Egypt, and Octavian ruled it through an appointed prefect, 10 
The transformation from Ptolemy to Caesar was marked by the 
reckoning.of a new regnal era in Egypt--the year one of 
Octavian Caesa~. 11 Therefore. Octavian's absolute power 
was• to his Nile . subjects• a continuation of _the kingship 
of the Ptolemaic dynasts. 
The manifestations of Cleopatra's influence in the 
actions of Julius Caesar and Mark Antony d_emonstrate the 
mark which she left on. the course of their Eastern policy--
that is• their attraction to _Hellenistic kingship and, a 
kingdom in the East, A creative force in the Eastern policy 
of both Caesar and Anto_ny was their emulation. of their 
8syme, The Roman Revolution,. p. 302, 
9Res Gestae 27 a 11 Aegyptum imperio populi {Ro}me,ni 
adieci, 0 
lOsee·syme, The Roman Revolution, p, 300 •. C, Cornelius 
Gallus was the first Prefect of Egypt.· 11.§., 8995, 
11For the reckoning after Octavian's conquest of Egypt 
see Skeat, The Reigns of the Ptolemies, p. 42; u. Wilcken, · 
"Octavian after the fall of Alexandria, 11 .:l1i§. 27 (1937): 
138-44. 
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prototype, Alexander the Great. Cleopatra encouraged the 
regal attributions of the Alexander imitation. She pro-
vided a means by which Caesar and Antony could accomplish. 
their kingship in that their association with the Ptolemaic 
monarchy could formalize the Roman ascendancy to Alexander's 
throne. It was, therefore, the 11:ature of. Cleopatra's 
influence to direct their ambitions through her own monarchy. 
The Parthian campaign was to be the catalyst in the 
Eastern policy for both Caesar and Antony. If one takes· 
into.account the fatal rumor of 44 B.C. concerning an immi-
nent proclamation of Caesar's kingship in the provinces, 
the campaign was to be for Caesar the final stage of a two-
stage process to monarchy, the first· stage would have been 
I 
the official recognition by the Roman Senate of his monarchic 
powers in the provinces, and the second stage his attainment 
by conquest of Alexander's throne. His· association with 
the Ptolemaic throne would have added legitimacy to this 
claim and, through Caesarion, added a dynastic purpose to 
his kingship, Antony may have been trying to follow a 
similar two-stage process to his monarchy. At least, 
Cleopatra's double numeration of 37 B.c. and his own coin 
issues after 37 B,C. may indicate this, As a triumvir, 
Antony held a different position than Caesar had held to 
initiate the process. There~ore, the ~1rst step was to 
be taken in the area of. his triumviral jurisdiction~ This 
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was.the recognition of his powers according to his alliance 
with Cleopatra. The final stage was to be the attainment 
of Alexander's throne through the conquest of Parthians·. 
The era required a careful approach to the -fulfillment 
· of these ambi_tions, ambiguity in the use of monarchic 
smbols. J.M. c. Toynbee explains: 
Republican and anti-monarchical tradition was 
still a compelling force in-Romes notuntil · 
the middle of the first century B.C. could a 
living Roman ere~t a statue of himself in the 
capital or boost on the metropolitan Roman 
coinage his own, as opposed to his ances- _ 
tors', achievements; and artistic representa-
tions that flaunted too explicitly.before the 
. eyes of the Roman people a man's assimilation 
to Alexander would not have been· tolerated. 
Hence the indirectness and ambiguity of some 
of the mor1umental . evidenc_e .12 · . · . - -. . 
Caesar, _however, did not -consistently exercise the necessary 
caution,_ and the consequenoes·were.not long in following. 
Octavian's propaganda seized upon the ambiguity in Antony's· 
Eastern activities and distorted his_ policy into an imple-
. . 
ment for.the gratificatiori of C~eopatra's whims, trans-
porting the· focus of her royal s,mbi tions to the· Roman capi- · 
tal and Italian peninsula--thus disallowing Antony's ad~ 
herence to the procedure which the era required •. 
12Toynbee, review of Alexander als Vorbild fur Pompeius, 
Caesar und Marcus Antonius: archkolo5ische Untersuchun5en, · 
by Dorothea·Michel, pp. 82-83. _ 
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Though planned and instigated in as much as the 
preparation for the Parth1an campaign was the first order 
of its realization, Caesar's policy for kingship in the East 
remained, however, an unaccomplished ambition, The symbols 
of his Eastern kingship which he adopted from 46-44 B,C, 
were anticipatory--preparatory statements concerning his 
expected ascent to royal power after the Parthian campaign. 
His use of the golden throne, symbol of his alliance with 
Cleopatra, was a statement of accomplished sovereignty, 
but a sovereignty which only existed in a preliminary sense, 
as a tool for the transition to· Alexander's monarchy after 
Parthia· •. The same can be said of Antony• s monarchy and the 
symbols of his monarchy. 
The ambition for Hellenistic kingship and a kingdom 
in the East guided the Eastern policy of Julius Caesar and 
Mark Antony, Moreover, their Eastern policy directed the_ 
course of events from 46-JO B,C, Their monarchic acts 
display the ·influence which Cleopatra held in the develop-
ment of their designs, It is testimony to her ability that 
Cleopatra, dependent upon the intentions of Caesar and 
Antony, could cast those intentions-into a· resolve for 
Eastern kingship through the Ptolemaic monarchy,· 
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